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Action Is the Ecsult of Disagreement Over
Terms of New Contract
OFFER OF

YEAR

A

9,250

IS

REFUSED

Water Company Declares This Rate is Far Too Low But it is Willing
to Consult With City OHicialsin Regard to Drawing Agreement
In the Meantime all
That Will be Mutually Satisfactory
Street Sprinkling and Watering at City Parks Will
Cease Ample Fire Protection is Furnished
"An Explanation to Our Citizens:
"Acting upon toe request of the
Agua Pura company that me city, in
the event of its refusal to meet their
terms of renewalof tne water contract, discontinue ttie use of water
from that company's mains for municipal purposes, the street sprinkl:ng
and ..use of water, in the city, pants
will be discontinued, the city council at its last meeting, naving, decided that owing to the exorbitant rates
charged by the company to resident
consumers the city would not consent to making a contract for city
water for an amount over $1,250 per
year.

Notice has been served by the
Agua Pura company upon the officials
of the city of Las Vegas that no more
water must be drawn from that corporation's mains for municipal vse
until a new contract has been signed
This new, chapter in the controver-- '
By between the city and the Ash
Pura company was written last night
when Stephen Powers, superintendent
lor the water company, maile i loiter to each aiember of the ai'.y council laying down nis corpora Ujn'p v'.t- An
u'eal letter ).o Mayor
malum.
Robert J. Taupert was mailed three
days ago.
The water company's action means
that the city will be deprived of the
use of water for sprinkling the
streets, flushing the sewerB, water
ing the grass in the parks and operat
ing the lavatories in the city hall, city
Jail and school buildings.
In case of fire the Agua Pura company has given the fire department
permission to use water from the fire
plugs, but that is the only concession
.

"ROBERT

J. i'AJJPERT,
'Mayor."
The mayor said that the city, for
the present at least, would take no legal steps to compel the Agua Pura
company to furnish water until such
time as a contract is agreed upon and
signed. He stated that the council
hag laid down its ultimatum and made
its best offer and it is up to the water company to reject it or accept it.
Mayor Taupert said he believed it
would be a good plan to have the
matter discussed by the citizens after
they have learned all the facts. He
stated he believed the people of uas
Vegas would sustain the council in
its action in ' refusing to pay more
than $1,250 a year for municipal water The mayor said if the people do
not like the action of the administration they are free to express their
opinion, but until they do so he will
proceed under the belief that the pub-- ,
lie is in agreement with action of
the city officials.
Following is a copy of the letter
sent by Superintendent Powers of the
Agua Pura company to the mayor and

.

made.

The contract between .the city and
the Agua Pura company for furnishexing water for municipal purposes
new
The
year.'
of
this
in
April
pired
city administration, through the mayor and water committee, informed fine
company that it would renew the contract only at the rate of $1,250 per
year, while the rate called for In the
expired agreement was about $2,
500. The company refused this offer,
through Superintendent Powers. At
the last meeting! of the council, one
week ago tonight, a motion was passed unanimously to the etiect that the
city would not recede from its position and would- - renew its contract
only at the $1,250 annual rate. The
'
Agua Pura company tmmediately took council:
to
1912.
in
ordsr
20,
the
"July
action which resulted
the city to suspend the use of its wat- "Mr. R. J. Taupert,
:
er.
"Mayor of Las Vegas,
'
"City:
The council's contention its that the p
with me
""Uear Sir: In conversa.-oold contract charged a sufficient
rate to enable the Agua Pura com- some days ago you stated that the
pany to pay forthe installation of city did not desire to negotiate furthe portion of its plant used by the ther with the Agua Pura company for
city and that it had been in force for a contract for the furnishing of city
a sufficient number of years to com- water, and in response to my state
rements that the company was anxious
plete all such payments; 'hence a
mafte.
to enter Into a contract at a fair rate,
be
should
duction
The Agua Pura company's conten- and ready to prove to you or to the
tion Is that it furnishes the city its city council that the rental you offer,'
water at rates much lower than those namely, $1,250 a year, is entirely unJn force in a majority of the cities or fair to the company and not a reasonthe size of Las Vegas fn all parts of able compensation for the services to
the country and that it makes further be rendered, you stated that neither
concessions by furnishing a large you nor the council desired to conamount of free water, which is utiliz- sider the question from a Dusiness
ed in the flushing of sewers and in standpoint or with a view of determinthe city hall and mioiic school build- ing a reasonable rate. Yon said that
the council had decided unon the $1,- ings.
When seen by a representative of 250 and would consider nothing else.
The Optic this morning Mayor Robert One member of your water and light
J. Taupert authorized the publication committee also stated to me that the
could accept th's rate or
Of the following statement in regard company
cut off the water, as it chooses.
to the water situation:
i

1

'

n

Pura

company .very
Unit you have Been
fit to adopt this attitude. We cannot
agree that either you or the city council has a right arbitrarily to determine
the price at which this company shall
furnish the city with water. We are
ready at any time to take up negotiations with you or the proper com
mittee looking to the making ol 8
contract and will be glad to make an
agreement fair to both parties and at
Rrt-atl-

linn

HAVE BEEN A

CONTROL

'

rri'ta

a reasonable rate.
"In your letter of June 4 you decline to recognize the old contract
rates as in force until a new contract
is entered into. Inasmuch as you decline further negotiations for a new
contract !t is apparent that tua pros
pect of obtaining voluntary payment
for present or future services is very
remote.
"Under these circumstance I am
compelled to request you to desist
from using any water for any city
purposes until a new contract is entered into.
"I am sending a copy of this letter
to each member of the city council.
'
"Yours truly,
"STEPHEN POWERS,
Superintendent."
The Agua Pura company's side of
the controversy was made clear by
Superintendent Stephen Powers. Mr..
Powers said:
"The Agua Pura company Is perfectly willing that all of the facts in the
cast shall be made public. At any
time that the public may desire all
correspondence between the company
and the city relative to the signing of
a new contract will b furnished for
publication.

"The case of the controversy is simply this: The city administration, following the expiration of the old contract, notified the Agua Pura company that it would renew its contract
only at the rate of $1,250 per annum.
The company was compelled to refuse this offer, as it believed it to be
too low considering the service furnished the city. As superintendent I
notified the mayor and city officials
that the company was willing to discuss the situation thoroughly and was
willing to make any reasonable conI was informed it would
cessions.
be useless to do so, as the city positively would pay no more for water,
in spite of the fact that under the
old contract the annual cost was
When the final ultimatum was
given there was nothing left for the
compan.fr to do but order the city to
cease using water for municipal purposes.'
Pura company is ready
, "The Agua
at any time to join with the city In
an effort to draw up a contract that
will" prove satisfactory to both parties. But it cannot accept the present
offer. It is a fact that the Agua Pura
company is furnishing water to Las
Vegas cheaper than water companies
in a great majority of the cities of this
size throughout the United States. In
Addition, we are flushing the sewers
free and furnishing free water for
the parks, city hall and public school
The Agua Pura company
buildings.
wishes to have no trouble with the
city administration and is hopeftj
that the council will reconsider its de
cision to stand pat on an annual rate
of $1,250 per year."
,
Mr. Powers said that the Agua Pura
company, not wishing Ito put the city
in danger from conglagratlons, will al
low use of water from the fire plugs
in case of fire and that he had so
Informed the fire chief and city powas
lice. He said this concession
temporary and intimated it might
be withdrawn in the event the city
continued to evade a renewal of its
contract on mutually
satisfactory
$2,-50-

1

terms.
. Mayorx Taupert and Chief of Police
Coles called at The Optic office this
morninsr with the information that
while Mr. Powers had allowed the city
to use water In case of fire he had
stipulated that the company must be
notified and one of lta men must personally turn on the water.
The council will meet tonight In
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PENNSYLVANIA
DROVNED
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ROSENTHAL SLAYERS THOUGHT
TO 'HAVE BEEN CONCEALED

IN HOTEL SHADOWS.
FIX RATES
REDUCTION IN OIL.
New York, July 24. lhe office of
IS VOIDABLE TEEN MIXED WITIITCE CEOWD
the Standan! Oil company " of New CLQ
York today announced a reduction
of fifteen points In the price of re- BECAUSE FUNDAMENTAL
DISTRICT ATTORNEY
BELIEVES
CONDfined petroleum, making refined in
ON
OF
TRAIL
HE
THE
IS
SINCE
ITIONS HAVE CHANGED
cases 10.35 :nta per gallon, refined
MURDERERS.
MADE
WAS
IT
in tanks 4 .85 and Btandard white in

mm

barrels
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regular session and It i believed the
matter way be discussed at that
time. Numerous citizens are interested and it is likely that some of them
may address the council. Mayor TauCAN
pert intlra.itea tnat other phases of
the water company controversy might
d talked over this
be brought ifp'
evening. In ihe meantime, everybody
is hoping that it will rain frequently
in order that the dust may be made
LAW WRITER
to know its place and that the parks INTERNATIONAL
CAN
GOVERNMENT
DECLARES
blossom
u
tueir present beauty.
may
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TORRENTS

OF WATER
FLOW
INTO COLLIERY IMPRISONING HELPLESS

THROUGH

TWQ

MEN.

ENTRANCES

PARTIES' ARE

ENDEAVORING TO
CARRY ASSISTANCE BUT
WORK IS DANGEROUS.

S.45,

NOTSUBJECTFOHAEEITRATION

ALASKAN LEGISLATURE

Washington, July

24.

LEADS TO

FCLICE

SYSTEM"

WIVES

AN0L0VE()

CNES

The Alaskan

DEATH, IT, iS 8TAND AT THE MOUTH OF THE
civil government bill, establishing a TAYLOR THINKS UNITED STATES THE GAMBLER'S
WOULD FARE BADLY IN SUCH
THOUGHT, CONCEALED'
, PIT DISREGARDING
REPEATlegislature of one houBe in the terriMANY SECRETS.
ED WARNINGS.
tory with authority to. enact local
TRIBUNAL
laws, passed the senate today with
practically no opposition. The house
New York, July 2J. The trail that
Unlontown,
Pa., July 24. Forty
Wasington, July 24 Hannis Tayhas passed the bill, but a conference
minister to Spain and a leads to the men wlio framed the plot miners were caught in a. flood at tne
former
lor,
will be necestary to adjust differenwriter on i ntemational a w, pu blished to slay Herman Rosenthal, the gam Superba coal mines' at Evans station,
ces.
an open letter here today contending bler, is slowly clearing and District three miles from this city, this afterthat the
treaty is void- Attorney Whitman believes today he noon. AH are believed to have been
FIREMEN TO MEET.
situation
of
the
because
able
arising will bfi able to show that the "police drowned.
forDenver, Colo., July 24. The
zone system" and even those higher up
canal
the
Torrents of water are entering the
Panama's
out
of
ceding
tieth annual convention of the Interwere behind the plot tp silence Ros- mine in two places. Water is rushing
United States.
to
the
national Asisoclation of Fire Engin"There is no room for hairsplitting enthal before he could make further down the mountain and It la believed
eers will be 'held in Denver September
on
the Cool Spring reservoir, the largest
that point," writes Mr. Taylor. gambling revelations.
17 to 20, inclusive, according to an
From Harry Valon, gambler, and In Fayette county,
located in the
announcement made today by Chiei "Within the canal zone the United
of one of the occupants of the "murder mountain has broken. The Pennsylfor
Is
States
purposes
sovereign
W. H. Ixjller of Youngstown, Ohio,
international law. Under the law it car" the public prosecutor has learn- vania railroad and the Baltimcre &
president of the organization, Presiis
well settled that a treaty becomes ed further facts that implicate "BaiJ Ohio railroad and West Pennsylvadent Loller is here assisting In pernot void, whenever a change Jack" Rose, close friend of Police nia trolley track have been washed
voidable,
confecting arrangements for the
has
taken
place in the fundamental Lieutenant Becker and who nil ki' the away.
vention.
Little hope is entertained for the
conditions existing at the time It was gray automobile tihat took the gun
to the scene of the s'luo-iiif- .
,
town of Evans. The wives and chilmade." ,
dren of the miners are In danger of
Rosenthal, widow of the
WORRY CAUSES SUICIDE The writer quote's Hall, the Eng Mrs. told
the grand jury that Rose being carried into the mines as they
lish authority on international law,
closest friend and refus.0 to leave the mouth, of the
In support of that contention. Mr. was Becker's
OF A KANSAS BANKER Taylor refers to Russia's repudiation charged that Rose was the lieuten- slope. Rescue parties have been
in 1870 of certain portions of the ant's gambling house collector.
formed, but at 2 o'clock they had
were
There
district
the
at
been unable to reach any of the men.
reports
of
to
Blactt
the
treaty
Paris, relating
KILLS
ROBERT. TKORNBURROW
and contends it set a precedent attorney's' office today that the pubSta
HIMSELF ',T SENECA AFTER
Several Towns Threatened.
upoa which the United States may act. lic prosecutor h'td information that
CASHIER'S DEFAULT.
In conelutiiou the writer contends indicated that the gray automobile
Unlontown, Pa., July 24. The busiwhich figured sd prominently in the ness- section of Dunbar, a few miles
in part:
Seneca,
Kan., July 24. Robert
"We must take the firm stand under Rosenthal case was used merely as a from Evans station, is urdor four feet
Thornburrow, a farmer, banker and the well defined
principle of the in "blind," and that the actual slayers of water and several business buildone of the wealthiest men in this
ternational
law as promulgated by the of the gambler were concealed in the ings already have been destroyed by
county, was found aead in his home Russian
precedent of 1870, that after shalows of the hotel tnd after the the rush of water down the mountainnear here today. A revolver was at
been an essential change killing mixed in the crowd.- Aaron J. side. The debris is piled 25 feet high
there
has
his side and it is believed he com- in
conditions existing at the time Levy, counsel for Shapiro and Libby, at a bridge of the Pennsylvania railthe
mitted suicide. Mr. Thornburrow was
the treaty was made it Decomea void said his home had been entered last road and it is expected to give way
president of the State Bank of Ban- able. In that
way we can justly lift night and that he believed some one at any moment.
croft, Kansas, of which ine cashier, the
The latest report at 2 o'clock p. m.,
out of the domain of in wanted to do him bodily injury, as
question
J. C. McGuire, was bound over to the
there was no evidence that anything Is fourteen Qf the miners have been
ternational
arbitration
we
where
recentdistrict court on a $5,000 bond
drowned and there Is little nope of
could never obtain a fair hearing, to had been stolen.
ly on a charge or defaulting. Thorn-burro- the domain
the others alive. Torrential
of diplomatic 'negotiation
rescuing
had worried much of late
rains continue to fall and lurther loss
with Great Britain, where we will be
over the bank's troubles.
of life and damage is expected. The
sure to receive fair and friendly con- ROOSEVELT CONTESTS
Cool Spring reservoir
as reported
sideration.
to be leaking badly and there is danWERE
BLUFFS
WESTERN .FEDERATION
DIDN'T REACH SUMMIT
ger of its going out. If the dam
gives away the water will sweep down
Fairbanks, Alaska, July 24. Pro
EXONERATES 1I0YER fessor Herschel Parker of Columbia SO DECLARES REPRESENTATIVE the mountain on tha "towns of
Youngstown, Mount Braddocfc
University and Belmore Browne of
MONDELL IN SPEECH BE- - .
and TJunbar. It is estimated that
Tacoma arrived at Tolvina on the
FORE THE HOUSE.
IN Nenla river late last
SUSTAINED
IS
PRESIDENT
persons reside in the four towns
night and 'rethe loss of life and destruction
CAMP.
CONTROVERSY WITH
ported that they failed to reach the
Washington, July 24. Specific de- and
BELL OF BUTTE
summit of Mount McKinley. Two at nials of the claims of" Colonel noose-velt'- s of property, it is feared, will be great.
tempts were made, one on the north
managers that their candidate
FJood In Wisconsin.
Cripple Creek, Colo., July 24. Th3 and the other on the south peak, An had been improperly deprived of deleWausau, Wis., July 24. Flood damWestern Federation of Miners' con- altitude of 20,200 feet was reached gates in the Chicago convention in
was
vention today adopted the report of on the south peak and- an 19,000 on the contested cases brought before age estimated at $1,000,000
the credentials committee, voted down the north peak.
either the national f r credentials wrought today from tne breaking of
a proposed minimum wage scale of
committee was made in a speech de- two dams on the vVlsconsin river
$4 a day and adopted a resolution
livered In the house today by Repre- north of Wausau. Three briuges Ihere
against what it termed the "unfair- THIRTEEN HURT WHEN sentative Mondell of Wyoming, who were washed out and a fourth was
ness" of the Aetna Power company
was a member of the credentials com- partly destroyed.
All electric
of Chicago. The convention then took
including street
TRAIN
LEAVES
TRACK mittee.- He characterized the con- car service, haspower,
been put out of comup the proposal to establish a miners'
tests as "mere bluffs" without shadow
mission. The dams which were swept
magazine, which "shall be published
of substantiation.
are known as the Tomahawk-"Brokafor the education of the public."
Mr.
Mondell
a
WRECK ON FRISCO NEAR LEBAN- categori- away
presented
meetstructures. , The flood made
the
session,
regular
Today's
cal review of the various contests, usON, MO., EARLY THIS
on the water works plant
inroads
ing of the convention this week, was
latwhich
was
data
it
understood
ing
MORNING,
called to order by President Charles
er would be given out from the White and cut off the city's water supply. A
volume of water swept down
H. Moyer, who last night was exonSt. Louis,
Mo., July 2. Eleven House In an attempt to correct what large
erated of charges brought against him passengers and two o fthe train crew the administration held to be a the river front, covering the streets
by Thomas Campbell of the Butte were injured early today when the wrongful conception by the public of near the river surrounding the city
No
local. Campbell, who
subsequently Frisco passenger train No. 8, en events at Chicago.' The speaker de- hall. Business is demoralized.
was expelled from membership by a route to St. Louis irom Oklahoma clared that Colonel Roosevelt and loss of life has yet been reported. A
reached here that several farm
vote of the convention, left today for
points, was derailed near Lebanon, some of his supporters in voicing report were
houses
Butte.
swept away, but the reMo.
Besides the en"',ne tank, which charges of fraud had, by their vehemlacks confirmation.
port
ence
ot
in
and
aca
caused
the
and
track
the
period
persistency
jumped
cident, two baggage cars, one chair unrest and suspicion "profoundly incar and a day coach left the track fluenced many good people.'
CATRON'S BILL IS
TODAY IN CONGRESS
and slid down the embankment.
if
FAVORABLYJEPORTED
BISHOP WARREN DEAD
ANOTHER AVIATOR FALLS.
Denver, Colo., July 24. Numerous
Hemstead, N. Y. July 24. Edwaxd
Washington, July 24. Senate: Conmessages of condolence were received E. Gallaudet, a wealthy amateur avi- SOLON WOULD MAKE PECOS FORvened at 11 a. m.
EST A GAME PRESERVE FOR
Resumed consideration of the sun- today by the family of Bishop Henry ator well known In New York, while
White Warren of the Methodist Epis- flying on the aviation field at Hemp
NATION
dry civil appropriation bill.
Senator Cummins presented a sub copal church, who died at his home stead Plains" today, fell with his maWasington, July 24. Senator Catstitute for the democratic wool tariff here last night of pneumonia after a chine from a height of about 100 feet
brief illness. Funeral arrangements and was seriously injured. Gallaudet ron's bill to create the Pecos national
revision bill.
had not been made early, today, pend- was flying In his original type mono game refuge In New Mexico was favHouse: Convened at noon.
Considered legislation on the una ing, word of the arrival of relatives plane which is equipped with a 13 orably reported today by the senate
from distant cities.
horse power motor.
nimous consent calendar.
oiiumiuee on ioiesi reservations.
'
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LAS VEGAS DAILY
and when compared w ith like schools
of other states New Mexico's tchool
is found to be one of the cheapest and
jet one ranked among the ten best.

MQREHONORSFQR

MILITARY

WORK OF PRAIRIE ANT

Interesting Description of
trious Insect.

SCHOOL

arm i
roinics
I Politicians
IS0iiHii4!KK
I

INSTITUTE

AT ROSWELL CLASSED AMONG THE UPPER TEN
BY GOVERNMENT.

-

New Orleans will vote next month
on a proposal to adopt the commisThat the New Mexico military Insti sion plan.
Governor
Foss of 'Massachusetts
tute continues to hold Us government
decided to become a candidate
has
orshown
Is
rating
by the following
for renomination.
ders from the war department:
Arkansas supporters of the progresBulletin No 8, War Department,
sive
party movement will meet in Lit.
Washington, June 14, 1912.
tie Rock, July 30, to select delegates
Upon the report of the chief of to the Chicago convention.
staff based upon the report of th
Mrs. Frances Beauchamp, the new
board of

officers appointed for the
purpose of making the annual Inspec
tion of educational institutions at
which officers of the army are detailed
as professors of military science ana
tactics, the following named institutions are announced as the ten whose
students have exhibited the greatest
application and proficiency in mill'
tary training and knowledge, as con
templated by paragraphs 6, 32 and 33,
general orders No. 231. 1909, and par
agraph 10. general orders, Nos. 53
and 65, 1911, war department:
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, College Station, Texas.
Culver Military academy, Culver,
Ind.
New Mexico Military Institute, Roe-well, N. M.
Norwich University, Northfleld, Vt.
Pennsylvania
Military
College,
Chester, Pa.
St. John's Military Academy, Dela-flelWis.
St. John's School, Manilus, N. Y.
Shattuck School, Faribault, Minn.
The Citadel, Charleston, S. C.
Virginia Military Institute, Lexington, Va.
(1923837)
By order of the secretary of war.
LEONARD 'WOOD,
Maojr General, Chief of Statt.

Official:
HENRY P. McCAIN,
Adjutant General.
The New Mexico Military Institute
was first placed on the distinguished
list In June, 1909, again ia 1910, and
1911, this, 1912, making the fourth
successive year the school has held
inese nign honors against the strong
est kind of opposition.
It will be noticed that all the honor
schools are old Institutions with the
exception of the N. M. M. 1. and that
with the exception of the A. ft M. of
Texas-a- re
located
in the central
north and east. The N. M. M. I. is
the only representative from the west
although there are numerous military
schools located in the Rocky mountain and Pacific states
,
This approval by the government
gives the Institute the right to rec
ommend one graduate for appointment as second lieutenant in the U.
S. army. However, this within its .lt
does not amount to as much as the
fact of the school being deemed cap
able of giving to its students such
training, and being able to graduate
them equipped for such responsible
positions.
Last year the Institute placed two
of its graduates in the army, both of
whom are making good.
This spring two members of the
class of 1912 were commissioned as
lieutenants in the Philippine constabulary. One of these young men, Mr.
Joe Creamer, was a Santa Fe boy.
The New Mexico Military" Institute
Is one of the most remarkable schools
of its class in America and bids fair
to some day be the largest as well
as one of the best. Located as it Is
in the beautiful Pecos valley, in a
climate that surpasses the world, and
with the start It now has, there is no
reason why it should not forge to the
very top. In fact, its only drawback
has been its limited accommodations.
There has never been a year In the
history of the school that it has not
been full to the very point of over
The buildings and grounds
flowing.
of the institute are always in excel
lent condition and botn Hagerman
barracks and Lee hall are considered
the best buildings in New Mexico, ex
cepting only the capitol at Santa Fe.
The ground which consists, of forty
acres is covered with grass and
6hade trees and dotted with the ten
large buildings which have been erected within the past 14 years. The
plant is now assessed at about $250,-00which makes it the most valuable
of the new state's possessions,
yet
the. cost to the public has been very
little. This magnificent school lias
been built up at the very least cost
to the tax payer and is today furnishing a high class training to the boys
of New Mexico at a very low figure.
A military school of high rank can
not be considered
a cheap' school
when compared with other state
but for the training given,1
.

0

Insti-ution-

secretary of the prohibition national
committee, is president oi the Kentucky Women's Christian
Temperance Union.
The widow of
Jerry"
Simpson, the Kansas statesman, ia a
candidate for county superintendent
of schools in Sedgwick county, Kan
sag.

r

Leslie Combs, former United States
minister to Peru, la leading in the
work of organizing the national pro
gressive movement in Kentucky.
It is a fact not generally known
that Charles D. Hilles, the new chair
man of the national republican com
mittee, la a recognized authority on
Juvenile corrective work.
Aaron S. Watklns, the prohibition
nominee for vice president, has been
in turn a farmer, lawyer, clergyman,
college president and public lecturer.
He is a native of Ohio and comes of
Quaker stock.
Miss Ellen Hayes, professor of as
tronomy and applied mathematics at
Wellesley college, has been selected
as the socialist candidate for secretary of state in Massachusetts.
John R. Kendrick, a milllbnaire
cattleman, ihas announced his candidacy for the democratic nomination
for United States senator from' Wy
oming. He will oppose Senator Fran
cis E. Warren, whose term will expire
next March.
Former Judge John W. Westcott,
who made the nominating speech for
Governor Wilson at the Baltimore
convention, has announced that he is
a candidate for the; democratic nomi
nation foT United States senator from
Senator
New Jersey to succeed
Briggs.

The neighbors and friends of Gov
ernor Thomas R. Marshall at Columbia City, Ind., are to celebrate the
governor's nomination for vice presi
dent next month. Governor Marshall
will return to hia home town to de
liver an address at the demonstra
tion.
"No politics" is the platform on
which Mrs. Helen King Robinson
Journalist, lecturer and sociological
worker, will ask the voters, and es
peclally the women voters of Colo
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VICTORY
Cannot Tolerate Preenct of Vegetation Near Their Mounds and Work.
era Cut It Away by Use of
"
Mandibles. s
j

(By GEORGE A. DEAN.)

In crossing the prairies of a large
part of the weBtern states, the traveling attention Is frequently drawn to
lh
mounds that skirt
the railways and wagon roads. Locat
ed In the center of cleared circular
ireas, they stand out prominently.
These
breaking the grassy surface.
mounds dot the slopes of ravines, the
banks of streams, and nooks and flats
between cliffs and ridges.
They occur along traveled roads and
idewalks , in corrals, and In
They are present in fields of
wheat and alfalfa, in spite of the plowing and disking. They possessed the
prairie before the farmer came, and
they remain in spite of his operations.
The ant whose industry has made
t
these mounds, with their
looryards, clings tenaciously to the
bouse which it has built, and, ao often
is the roof is destroyed, laboriously
rebuilds it.
The nests are of various sizes and
heights, ranging from nine to twenty-'our- ,
inches. The clearing surrounding
the mound is level, absolutely devoid
f vegetation, and usually, haa the
mound exactly in the center. The size
ot the clearing ranges from nine to
twenty feet and in one Instance
for forty-fivfeet
The ants cannot tolerate the presence of vegetation near their mounds
nd the workers clear it away by use
Jt their
mandibles. They
loubtless find that vegetation 1b an
obstacle to their going and coming;
that it affords concealment to their
enemies; retains moisture after a rain,
thus favoring the growth of injurious
tungl; that its roots penetrate the
chambers of their nests and, decaying.
form passageways for the entrance of
water.
In many of the mounds the ants
to and, come through one opening; in
others they have two or three such
passageways, and In one exceptionally large mound the occupants had
tight openings.
The Interior of the mound is honey
combed with chambers and galleries.
The chambers vary from one to three
Inches In diameter and from
f
to one Inch in height The connecting galleries have a uniform diameter
f about three-eight-s
of an Inch. Sealed
ind unsealed storerooms filled with
eeds occur throughout the neBt Larvae, pupae, and young ants occupy
many of the chambers.
Seeds of various kinds are carried
by the workers into the nest The
bulls are torn off, carried out and
Jumped at one Bide of the clearing,
and the plump, sound seeds stored
away In the storerooms.
The
prairie ant
shows three distinct classes of Individ- -

New York, July 24. Another
court, this time in the Keystone state, has decided that townor
ships, municipalities, counties
states maintaining WjjsiJfjars In puu-li- o
highways are responsible for damages to automoblltsts or their car
caused by contact with these unneces-

door-yard-

clean-swep-

tu-pre-

sary obstructions.
This is a sweeping victory for motorists, as it is believed there is not
the slightest doubt about other Btates
as well as United States courts sustaining the Pennsylvania decision. Tt
Ig in direct Una with the opinion of
the corporation counsel of the city of
New York, who recently notified
Mayor Gaynor that the city could be
held for damages caused through an
order 'of the park commissioners In
"directing" motorists over a given portion of a public highway,
Island boulevard,
between
Coney
Kings Highway and Twenty-seconstreet" The mayor at once directed
the commissioners to rescind, their
order.
The Touring Club of America has
been urging a test case such as has
Just been decided in Pennsylvania, and
the club now proposes that an action
should be brought against the toll
road companies In New England wltn
a view to showing that If in accordance with the precedtn established
by the courts regarding water bars
in public highways the local govern
ments can be held for damages, It is
also true that companies operating toll
roads can likewise be held for damages caused to cars- and motorists
through 'water bars on these private
roads.
A test case, such as the club has
suggested, would also apply to the
famous road over Peru Mountain, on
the Blue Book route and Ideal Tour
between Manchester and Chester, Vt.
The same jetton would apply to
owners of large estates who have
through influence closed public roads
and opened in return for the privilege,
roads through the(r property at the
same time attempting tb prevent fast
driving by introducing dangerous wa
ter bars.
Along the same line the club hopes
to meet with success for the motor
tourists in the elimination of what
might be termed "sight barriers" at
prominent highway Intersections and
grade crossings. This work was begun last year through the club's Berkshire Hills branch at the Hotel Wendell, In Pittsfleld. This year it has
been extended with the large increase
in the number of branches and so
far
s
many
have been cleared up by first obtaining
permission
from abutting property owners and
soythes to cut away trees and shrubbery which obstructed the view of
motorists approaching the crossings.
In many cases obstinate owners have
refused the club's representatives
to remove trees or bushes and
afterward serious accidents have oc
curred at the crossings where
permis
sion was denied to make them safe
Without the nHirtitMt
- - iw lilO
8' U W'" be
?
?
to the interests of
property owners
on whose estates these
dangerous obstructions appear to either remove
them immediately or give the
Touring
club's representatives
permission to
to-w-

d

e
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rado, to elect her to the state senate
Mrs. Robinson, if elected, will be the
first woman ever sent to the Colorado
.
senate.

cross-highway-

William F. McCombs of New York,
The two upper Insecta are workers;
the new chairman of the national
left lower la a fertile female or
initiated
committee,
democratic
queen and right lower Is a male.
Woodrow Wilson's campaign for nomualB the queens , (fertile females),
from
ination. After being graduated
males and workers (sterile females).
Princeton and the harvard ' law Queens and males form
a comparaNew
school, Mr. McCombs became a
tively small portion of the colony,
York lawyer. He put aside his law while the workers in a nest have been
practice in order to work for Gover- known to number 10,000.
Although these ants are larger than
nor Wilson. He. is said to be the
most species and have two of the
I
youngest man to manage a national
n.MUl,1.
campaign.
insects-large,
mandlamong
pointed
Eugene W. Chafin, who has been bles and' most efficient stings they
chosen as standard bearer of the pro are not quarrelsome, and fight only in
So peaceably inclined
hibition party in the compang cam
was are they that other species of ants are
paign, is an old campaigner and
allowed to come into their clearings
the nominee of the party for presi- and throw -- up their
tiny crescent-shapehome
his
time
dent In 1908. At that
mounds of earth, and even to
was in Chicago, but now he claims attack and chase such thoughtless
both Arizona and Illinois as places "mound builders" as happen to pagg
Indeed, they carry
of residence. Mr. Chafin was born in too near them.
to a point
Wisconsin' and will be 60 years old this peaceful dispositioncommon
terwhere they permit the
next November. He Is a lawyer by mite and some species of ants to live
profession.
with them in the chambers of their
nests and to partake of their stored
'
Tn these days of high cost of living, food,
to be considcome
ants
out
have
These
man
up
a
that
medicine
a
gets
of bed and able to work In a tew days ered injurious insects, not through inia a valuable and welcome remeoy. crease in numbers, but rather through
John Heath, Michigan Bai. CaL, had their close contact with man resulting
trouble.
from his conversion of the prairies
kidney and bladder
confined to his bed, unable to turn into cultivated fields.
using
The ant colonies are too scattering
without heln. "I commenced
Foley Kidney Pills and can truly to materially decrease the yield of any
say I was reloleved at once." Ills ex- crop; they are chiefly troublesome as
O. G. an obstacle to
amnle
is worth following.
harvesting.
Shaefer. Red Cross Drug 8toro.
To attempt to mow through or over
them would choke the machinery and
For soreness of the muscles, wheth- ruin the cutting edge of the sickle.
er induced by violent exerclBe or in- Should a driver have such trouble in
Jury, there Is nothing better than passing over a mound it would be most
Chamberlain's Liniment This lini- unwise for him to stop and try to
ment also relieves rheumatic pains.
his machinery, for such a disturbFor sale by all deaieri.
ance would bring the ants forth in
angry swarms, acb individual eager
oi to do her utmost to repel the invader.
N. J. Gorham,
cashier ban
Woodville, Woodvllle, Ga., had a very Every one that succeeded In getting
severe attack of kidney trouble and man or beast would seize clothing,
the oains in his kidneys and back hair or skin between her mandibles,
were terrible. "I got a bottle of '"ol-e- curve her abdomen downward and de
Kidney Pills from our druggist liver a thrust quite as painful In reand they entirely relieved me. 1 hav
sult as the sting of bumblebee oi
more benefit from them than any oth yellow-Jackeer medicine." O. O. Schaefer, Red
Cross Drug Store.
,
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COURTS
DECIDE STATES
AND SANTA. FE PRACTITIONERS
TOWNSHIPS ARE RESPONSIBLE
PROVE OPINION REGARDFOR DAMAGES
ING THE INDIANS. ,

d

Only a Few More Days of

,

The Bi&est Money Saver of The Season, For YOU
AP-

i.

Wool and Lingerie Dresses, Wool Shirts and all Colored
Wash Goods,

ONE THIRD OFF

titled to all the priveleges thereof,
has been filed and an appeal may be
taken by the government Local attorneys who have had an opportunity
to examine the opinion, declare It is
an excellent one, carefully prepared
and reflects great credit upon Judge
Pope. They assert that in their opinions, the decision will stand and that
the Indians of the pueb'os will be declared by the higher courts to be
citizens and their country not Indian
country. The syllabus of the opinion,
which is an exceptionally able sum-

CHOICE

CHOICE

of what is left from our
line of SUMMER MIL-

of our entire

HALF PRICE

HALF PRICE

MEN'S SUITS S9.98
Choice of what is left in Men's Suits, worth from $15.00

states.

Las Vea'LoadinStoro

may not, save in the
exercise of a power conferred by the
Congress

&.ftisenaw&( s Son

constitution, reserve to 'tself in the

admission af a new state, police power exercised by the other states.
3.
The regulation of the sale of
liquor is an exercise, of the police
power.
4. Where such sale affects
citizens
of a state upon premises unconditionally owned by such citizens, the exercise of the police power thereover is

Established

South SidoPlfl

1862

$1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED

AT YOUR DOOR

ordinarily for the state, not for the
nation.
5. The
Pueblo Indians of New
Mexico wre considered citizens of
tihe republic of Mexico, and under the
treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo of 1848.
they became citizens of the .United

States.
6.
The Pueblo Indians of New
Mexico hold their lands by uncondi
tional patents from the United States,
issued in (recognition of titles granted
them by the government of Spain
centuries ago.
1. As to such Indians holding their
lands under such tenure, it was not
within the power of congress in admitting New Mexico as t state to declare such lands Indian country, or
to reserve to the federal government
the power to regulate the liquor traffic with such Indians, the latter being
a, part of the police rower which
necessarily: went to the state upon Its

Si

-

Wjlvb

OVERLAND

MODEL

59 T

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile
Phone Main 344.

&

Machine

k

LUMBERMEN MEET
Houghton, Mich., July
representative lumbermen of Wisconsin, Michigan and neighboring states
are attending the midsummer meeting of the Northern Hemlock and
Hardwood Manufacturers' association,
which met here today for a two days'
session.
Insurance,
advertising,
y

freight rates, forest protection, labor
supply, market conditions and various
other questions relating to the lum
ber Indtisti-- j are scheduled for discus
sion.

Co.

Whalen, & Fowler Prtp8

admission.
' 8.
The provisions of the New
Renehan and Wright for the ' de
During th summer months mothMexico Enabling! Act of June 20, 1910,
ers of young children should watch
fendant.
36 Stat 657, designed to the results
tor any unnatural looseness of the
bowels. When given prompt attention
last named are void.
at this time serious trouble may be
On demurrer to indictment for inA. M. Kason, farming near Canaan, avoided.
Chamberlain's Colic, Choltroduction of liquor into the Indian
was badly crippled wltn sciatic era and Diarrhoea Remedy can alcountry in violation of the Act of Me.,
ways be depended upon. For Bale by
rheumatism due be cays to uric acid all
dealers.
January 30, 1907, 29 Stat 606. De- - In
Wood.
his
PIUb
"Foley Kidney
murrer sustained.
me
cured
and
also
removed
entirely
Stephen B. Davis, Jr., U. S. (Attor- numerous black specks that were conBuy It now. Chamberlain's Colic.
ney, Herbert W. Clark, Assistant U. tinually before my eyes." Foley Kid- Cholera and Diarrhoea Ttamnriv ia al
are
Pills
a
acid
ney
O.
uric
solvent and most certain to be needed before the
S. Attorney, Leroy
Moore, Assistant TJ. S. Attorney for the United are effective for the various forms summer Is over. Buy it now and ha
of rheumatism. O. Q. Shaefer, Red prepared for 8UCh an rnnnrronNr IV
States.
Cross Drug Store.
salo by all dealers.
'

Capital Paid in

sit

isp-- i

yv

. M. CUNMNOHAn.Pfesldenti;
T,RANK SPRINGER,

Surplus
$50,000.00

HOSKINS.

LAS VEGAS'
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

.

and Queen Sugar Beet.

up

FOR. ONLV $9.98

Syllabus By the Court
1.
The American form of government contemplates a union of equal

FESTIVAL
Salinas, Our.,

gras pageant trotting and running
races and the crowning of King Bur-tan-

line of

New and Desirable
PARASOLS "

LINERY

mary, isas follows:
UNITED STATES VS. SANDOVAL.
(District Court, D. New Mexico.)'

i;$ioo,ooo.oo
AT SALINAS
July 24. Hundreds
of visitors are here to Join with the
people of Salinas in the enjoyment of
seven days of broncho
busting, steer
riding, roping contests and a wide variety of other Bports of range life.
The occasion is the second annual
rodeo and wild west carnival,
for
which preparations on an
unusually
elaborate scale have been completed.
In addition to the wild west features
the program provides for a mardl

WOMEN'S
Suits, Coats and Silk Dresses
HALF PRICE

baiua i e,
Ai., July 24. The
some aays ago
opinion, reported
whereby Judge Pope cf the federal
bench in the case of the United
States vs. Sandoval, an action brought
to prevent the Bale of liquor to In
dians, held that the Pueblo Indians
could not be considered Indians as
they were American citizens and en-

2.

CLEARANCE SALE

L3lS Vegas

Savings Bank

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Win. G. Ilaydon
II. W. . Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

'

President
Vice President
Treasurer

Interest Pa.ld on Beposis

CuhUr
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edge of the yard. Portholes also were
cut in the building. The Federals, DEFENDING THE GUILTY MAN
with a large force, controlled the
town, which was a gateway into Ar- Frederick A. Brown's 8tory Illustrates
the Conditions That Sometimes
kansas and the south.
Confront the Lawyer,

"

HOME ENDORSEMENT

RAZED
CASSVILLE, MO., BUILDING WAS
USED BY CONFEDERATE
LEGISLATURE. ,

Hundreds of East Las Vega

Frederick A. Brown, a well known
Chicago lawyer, told the following
tory at a recent dinner:

Citizens

Can Tell You All About IL
Home endorsement, the publio expression of East Las Vegas peorle,
should be evidence beyond dispute
reader.
for every East Las Vegas
Surely the experience of friend and
neighbors,, cheerfully given by them,
will carry more weight, than the utterances of strangers residing in far-- '
away places. Read the following:
O. L. Gregory. 214 Crand Ave., East
Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: "Duan's
Kidney Pills, procured at the Center
Block Pharmacy, have been used in
my family with satisfactory results,
I can cheerfully recommend this preparation as one that lives up to rep-

t

Cassville, Mo., July 24. By voting
bonds for $40,000 to which will ke
added a bonus of $10,000 collected by
the citizens of Cassville, Harry coun'
ty Is to have a t;ew court house and
the old building wh'eh is a relic of
'
the Civil war wi'.l pass Into history.
The old court house, wheh was a
y
brick bJilding, was used by
both the Union and Confederate armies. Had, the fiflu not been so warm resentations." '
in this section the Confederates
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
might have claimed it by right of dis- cents. Foster-MtlburCo., Buffalo,
covery, for they were the first to New York, sole agents for the United
occupy it. The building was first States.
used by the Confederates as a meetRemember the name Doan's and
ing place for the legislature which take no other.
was convened here October 31, 1861,
after being driven out ot Neosho by LEPROSY IN THE UNITED STATES
the approach of the Federal army.
A survey of the prevalence of lepSeceded From Union There.
rosy in the United States and its
It was at this session the. state was possessions was recently made by the
seceded from the Union and much United States public health service.
other Important business was trans- This report is reviewed in a recent
acted. The articles of secession were number of the Journal of the AmeriTrittea and introduced by the late can Medical Association.
Health ofSenator George Graham Vest. The ficers of. the several states, Porto Rico
meeting was attended by. 73 members, Hawaii and the Philippines were reW. S. McConnell, the member of the
quested to submit a statement of the
legislature from this county, being number of new cases reported in 1911,
forced to attend to make the quorum.
and of the total number on January
fir. McConnell's refusal to attend at 1, 1912. The results' were not comfirst was because of the fear .of the
plete, because in only 13 states and
Federal troops- and sympathizers who the District of Columbia is
leprosy a
were In this country in great numIn all,
notifiable
disease.
specifically
two-stor-

bers.

Governor Claiborne F. Jackson, who
was elected governor in I860, was at
the meeting and after the acts of secession were passed made a speech
from the south door of the old court
house informing the people of the
action of the legislature and notify
ing the people that they then composed a part of the Southern Confed
eracy. Senator Vest also delivered

--

an address.
DrUsn Out By Federals.
After the speaking and jollification
the appointments ot Major General
Sterling Price, of the Missouri State
Guards, and N. W. Watkins, Thomas
A. Harris, John B. Clark, W. Y. Slack,
A. E. Steen, J. H. McBrlde and James
B. Rains, as brigadier generals were
confirmed. General Slack was killed
at the Battle ot Pea Kidge, about 20
miles south pf Cassville. The session
lasted for eight days adojurning November 7, because of the approach
of the Federal troops, to' meet In New
Madrid in March, 1862. The meeting
at New Madrid was never held, however.
At the meeting of the legislature
Miles Vernon of Laclede county, presided, he being, named for the place
by M. C. Goodiet of Johnson county.
John T. Crisp of Jackson county was
John T. Tracy of Cole
secretary;
county, assistant secretary; James
McCoun of Johnson county, enrolling
.
clerk, and M. R. Johnson, sergeant-at-armsCharles H. Hardin, later governor of the state, was a member ot
the senate and was the only one vot
ing against the secession of the state
1n that body. A meeting of the legislature was also held at Pineville, but
no record was kept of what was done
-

cases were reported in the United
States, of which 40 were new cases
having been first observed in 1911.
In 1011 a commission of officers ot
the public health service found 273
lepers in the United States. Of the 3b,
145 were foreign-born- ,
and 13 were of
unknown nativity; 186 were reported
as Drobably having contracted the
disease In this country. Only 72 of
the patients were isolated and cared
for by the local authorities. The 146
cases reported in the present survey
do not indicate a decreased prevalence. Rather these 146 cases reported by health authorities are compar
able to the 72 cases of patients cared
by health officials in 1901. Three
states California, Louisiana and Massachusettshave specific provision
for lepers in leprosariums. In other
states varying degrees of care and
isolation are provided. There are
known to foe 28 lepers in Porto Rico.
In Hawaii and the Philippines the dis
ease constitutes an important public
health problem. In the Philippines
about 6,000 lepers have been transfer
red to Culion. Cebu, an island with
of the Philipinnes' popula
of the cases
tion, furnished one-haOn this island many instances indicate
house dis
that leprosy is a
ease. The treasury department ie- cently amended the instant quaran
tine regulations to the .effect ths.t cam
mon carriers may not transport a lfc- ner except under specified restrictions
and a special permit from the surgeon
general of the public health and ma
rine hospital service. A leper who
violates this regulation Is to be re
turned; to the original state or to a de
signated federal quarantine station.
146

one-tent- h

lf

are frequently

"Attorneys

asked

No
forcibly manifested la physical life than the old
tresis more
like; for just as the offspring of healthy ancestry are
saying with pure, rich
blood insuring pood health, so the children of
d
parentage inherit a polluted circulation which fosters a chain of
scrofulous troubles. The usual sign of a scrofulous inheritance are
swollen
glands about the neck weak eyes, pale, wasy complexions, sores and ulcers
and
health.
blood-tainte-

These symptoms are most often manifested In
uiC, wuuga Boraeumes
is reached
before the trouble breaks out. maturity
Treatment should
be commenced at the first indication of Scrofula for
it may get beyond control if allowed to run
S. S. S. is the very best treatment for
bcrofula.- It rennvntea th vnvuioiiuu
u
out all scrofulous matter and deposits.aimjS Srives
S
goes to the bottom of the trouble and removes the
cause and cures the disease. Then it
supplies the
blood
with. healthful
weak,
V"
,
'" - w. vj.
, .
,
la
t
j'
luvna, ueros ana Darts, ana is an
absolutely safe remedj for young or old. Book on the blood
and
medical
advice free.
iT SWIFT SPECIFIC CO. ATLANTA, CA.
general poor
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BOARDER
By TEMPLE
(Copyright, till, by

BAILEY
Asao-iaie-

Literary

1

h

h

board fence.
"In looking at the Indictment I
found that he was Indicted under the
habitual criminal act, under which he
could be sent to the penitentiary for
forty years. I returned to the courtroom and insisted that Judge Brentano should appoint some other lawyer,
which he refused to do. I then made
the proposition to the prosecutor that
if he would waive the habitual criminal count I would have my man plead
guilty and save the cost of a trial.
"This was agreed to, the darky was
delighted, pleaded guilty, and received
the minimum sentence. After it was
all over the darky turned to me and
said, 'Boss, that was so easy that I
believed if you half tried you would
have got me clean oft.' "
six-fo-

NEW WAY OF SAVING

MONEY

How a Number of Working Girls Are
'
Accumulating a Fund for
Vacation Trips.
Some girls working In a certain
trust company have organized a most
unusual method of saving money for
their vacation trips. Two of the girls
out of the thirty-fiv- e
that have en:
tered into the plan are appointed trustees, and the first Saturday in July
(any month can be chosen) each girl
pays Just two cents. With thirty-fivgirls that makes seventy cents, which
Is duly deposited by the trustees in
the bank.
Beginning with the week following,
the assessment grows to four cents
then six cents the next week, and so
on. Increasing two cents each week
but the Increase is so very gradual
that It is no great effort to put the
amount away.
The following June the money is
drawn out and each girl receives the
amount that she has paid In, which
would he $25.60, the saving begjnnlng
in July plus about 11 interest you
will readily see that the amount saved
will provide a girl with a nice two
weeks' vacation and it is almost like
finding money. - Until Christmas,
when they need money most, the as
sessments are nominal, the "big" ones
coming In Lent, when one does not
need bo much spending money.
As the rule was made in the begin
ning that anyone who failed to pay
would lose what she had already put
In, everyone makes it a point to pay
One good clause in the
promptly.
laws stipulates that if any girl loses
her position or marries she can withdraw the amount that she has put in,
Harper's Bazar.
e

German Court Balls,
In the German court balls not nil
those who are invited are permitted to
take part in the dances which the
at that meeting.
Kaiser witnesses.
is always serious an,! of
The Kaiser has no love for t.h
During the meeting of tin legisla- tenDysentery
can be
it
but
a
disease,
dangerous
ture' the command of General Sterling cured. Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera quick and slovenly."
Many months
Price way stationed on Fort Hill, on and Diarrhoea .Remedy has cured it before the ball the selected couples
the dances under the direcwhich is rev located the Cassville even when malignant and epidemic. rehearse
tion of Fraulein Gasperni. mistress of
sale
all
For
dealers
by
school
buiMir.g
High
the court ballet. The Kaiserin critiOldest Court House In State.
cises freely the ladies and gentlemen
re
An increasing number of peopia
The old court house is perhaps the
who show any shortcomings. Th nr.
of the satisfactory report
regularly
oldest one In the state, having been sults from taking Foley Kidney Pills dinary rehearsals take place in one
constructed in 1854. At this time the and commend their healing and cura- of the chambers of the palace, but the
final rehearsal is held on
eve of
building was composed of but two tive qualities. Foley Kidney Pills the ball, at the residence ofthe
one
of the
are
a
medicine,
carefully
prepared
latwas
added
stories. A third story
euaranteed to contain no harmful or invited.
er. The court house was used by the habit
The Princesses roval carry trains
forming drugs. They can have
Federal troops, after having been oc- only a beneficial effect when
rd for held by two paes. but the other la
cupied by the Confederates, for a kidney and bladder troubles, for dies have to manage their own. For
backache,
rheumatism, weak back manried ladies the length prescribed
storeroom arid later turned into a or
lumbago. O. Q. Shaefer, Red Cross is about 11 feet 6 inches, the trains
outer
at
rolled
the
fort,, logs being
of the other ladies beinc rather mora
Drugstore.
than half a yard less.

SCWFiWm 'TMmiES

io iliMi a pair of old
iirl Is charming."

how they can defend men whom they
"There's only one way to do It,"
know to be guilty. The reply is that
we seldom if ever know that they.are said Serena.
"Milt we couldn't, could wef" ssked
guilty. I once, however, became the
little Mrs. lllair, anxiously. "We
unwilling attorney of a man whom I have never had
any strange t people
knew to be guilty.
'
J
"I was In Judge Brentano's court, In our house."
Isn't 'strange peo-- l
"One
boarder
when
a
for
be
to
trial
called,
waiting
'o,'" Betty reminded her,' "and I'll
a negro was brought in, charged with
for some dear old soul with
advertise
highway robbery- Judge Brentano, gray curls, and a lap do& I should
finding that he had no attorney, dlthe dog, muniele."
rected me, against my protest, to de- love
Mrs. Blair sighed resignedly.
fend him.
"You never could take things
'T ,
U
( .f
1.
AnJ

said, 'Well, are you guilty?' and to my
surprise he replied, 'Well, boss, they
found the pocketbook on me and have
twenty witnesses to prove it.' He then
went on to .tell me that he bad
snatched a woman's pocketbook on
Thirty-nintstreet and Cottage Grove
avenue on a Saturday afternoon, ran
west in Thirty-nintstreet, turned up
an alley, with a crowd after htm, who
caught him as he was getting over a

Peculiar Western Banks.
The difference between the Amer.
lean east and west so strongly empha
sized by rhetoricians and meteorologists extends even to the banking sys
tem. In the west they lend money on
reputation, in the east on security.
On a day in June last, six little banks
in Seattle had lent on Individual nr
firm notes without any other security
than tie names $8,697,000; while the
whole national bank group In New
York had lent on similar paper only
a little more than $9,000,000. On that
same day. In San Francisco the, lnnna
of this sort amounted to more than
$47,000,000.

The western system is one of crnillt
based upon industry, and upon much
closer and more accurate knowledge
of the man himself than can ever be
possible in the bleer eastern cities.
World's Work.
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Serena smiled and ran away to get
the lunch. But when she reached
the kitchen her face lost its brightness. "If mother only knew," she
whispered to the big yellow cat on
the window sill, "If mother only
knew. I haven't money enough to
pay for the advertisement."
"I want to put an advertisement in

a city paper," she Bald to Alvln Green
that night, "and I haven't any money.
I guess I'll have to borrow it, and you
can take your pay in eggs."
"All right," said Alvln Green. Hi
was an old friend of the family and
kept the village store..
"Mother doesn't know Just how
hard up we are," Serena explained,
"but I told her we'd have to take
some one to live with us, and finally
'
she agreed."
The advertisement when written
read as follows:
"Board for single lady in private
r
bedroom openfamily. Big
Fresh eggs, cloing on a porch.
ver honey, brook trout, spring chickens, borne cooking.
Fireplace, old
mahogany, solid silver, lake view."
She hand it to Alvln.
first-floo-

"It's the queerest advertisement I
ever saw," he said.
"Well," Serena told him seriously,
"I put that in about the mahogany
and the silver because nice people
like such things."
A few days later a letter came.
Serena carried it over to Alvln.
"Listen to this," she cried,
"Tour advertisement sounds like
peaches and cream to me," it said.
"I'm coming on Saturday night.
Don't let any one else have that
room or the fresh eggs, and I want
to corner that honey and will you
please have hot biscuits? I'll pay
twenty-fivdollars a week. Don't
try to change my price, because 1
shall probably make a lot of trouble,
and I want to bring my dogs."
''I wonder If it's Miss or Mrs.,"
said Serena, thoughtfully.
Alvln read the note again. "Well,
from the kind of English she uses,
and the way she slings around her
money, I should say she was a gay
widow, and I'll bet the dogs are bull
pups."
On Saturday night the big front
bedroom was In readiness. There
were roses in a silver bowl on the
shining mahogany dresser. There
were fresh white curtains blowing
gently in the soft breeze. A little
fire burned on the hearth. "For she
may he cold," said Serena, "and the
evenings are cool."
In the dining room the' table was
set with the fine linen and the old
glass and silver that Mrs. Blair had
saved out of the wreck of her fortunes.
"She will be here at six," said
Serena, coming in from the kitchen
where Miranda Meek presided over
the "tetove. Serena had on a white
linen skirt and thin blouse, and her
curls were caught up high
on top of her head. "I hope she'll
be nice and that you will like her."
A muffled scream from the kitchen
started both of them. Then Miranda
burst in. "They've come In an automobile. A great big red one, and
there's two dogs oh the back seat,
and a man in front, and I don't see
any woman."
"It Isn't our boarder," said Serena,
peeping out. "Probably something
has happened to that, poor man's machine; we'd better go and see."
But when she reached the porch
ate gave a little gasp of dismay, for,
the young man having descended
from his seat, was taking out bags
and rugs and wraps!
Then he came up the walk toward
Serena.
"You won't mind,"
he said, cheerfully, "if I pile these
things on the porch while I get the
rest. I've got such a lot of truck,
"
"
you know
j
."But your mother" stammered
Serena. "When will she be here?"
He stared at her. "My mother"
then his eyes twinkled.
"Oh, you
did say something about board for a
lady. But do you think I was going
to let you waste all this richness on
a woman? Why, that 'brook trout'
Where do they catch
took me.
'

e

n

them?"

"Alvln Green

Serena, stiffly.

catches ours,"

said

"Now, look here," said the young
man, "I'm afraid I've made you feel
badly because I wasn't my aunt or my
But really I
mother or something.
won't be a bit of trouble. And I'll try
to make myself as scarce as possible,
and if you don't like me you'll Ilka
the dogs."
He whistled and the impatient collies sprang from the auto.
"Oh, you beauties," said Serena, and
her eyes sparkled and her cheeka
were pink, and the young man under
his breath said, "You beauty!"
He said the same thing the next
day to Alvin Green, aa they cast their
flies Into the quiet pools. "I expected

spinsters, but the

"Young man," said Alvln Green.
oleuinly. "You've got to remeirber
that she hasn't any father to take
care of ber, and you're a rich man
don't disturb her peace of mind."
"I guess she'll disturb mine more
than I will berg," said Ayers, ruefully. "And the worst ot it is. that
I'm not free."
"Married?" asked the old man.
"Kngaged," answered Ayers. "To
a lovely girl but oh, a man can't
talk about such things."
The next morning there were brook
trout for breakfast, and waffles and
honey and a great dish of red rasp-

berries.

Serena, in a pink lawn, waited on
the table. "I'm glad you like everything," she said, when Ayers praised
the delicacies, "and I'm glad you are
not an old lady."
"Why are you glad?" he demanded.
"Because you are much nicer than
an old lady," said Serena, calmly,
"and your dogs are lovely."
A week passed, and one morning
Ayers came to Serena. "I've got to
go away," he said, soberly.
"Why?" demanded 8erena.
the
"Because," bis eyes sought
blue line of the hills, "there are
things that I must do. But I want
you to take care of the dogs until
I come back, and keep the room for
me perhaps the Fates "will be good
to me, and let me come again." ,
"Why" Serena's little face went
white, "of course you will come

IRRIGATION

AND

TEXTURE OF

in fait, it Is scarcely deep enough for
most of them. It Is apparent, therefore, that In the case of the heavy
soils, the amount of each application
should be much larger, than smaller
even though the same total amount
of water is supplied during the sea
son.

SOIL
NEW MEXICO EDUCATOR WRITES
INSTRUCTIVE ESSAY ON IMPORTANT SUBJECT
The following treatise on soli
e
and irrigation, written by Hex
E. Willard,
assistant professor in
agronomy in the New Mexl'o Colioge
of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, will
be of interest to the farmfl!U and
bnd owners of this stata:
Little consideration has been given
until recently to the relation ot soil
texture to the application of water by
Irrigation. Many of the principles
that apply to the conservation
of
condimoisture under dry farming
tions apply as well to Irrigated districts; such as the preparation of the
land and cultivation to prevent evaThese are gradually being
poration.
considered by the better farmers, but
few men have learned that different
soils require different treatments to
give the best and most economical
results from an Irrigation standpoint
One of the first considerations to be
tex-tupr-

These facts pont to the conclusion
that there Is a marked difference in
the amount of water absorbed by different tolls In the same length of
time. Soils of sand, sandy loam or
light loam character should be so
leveled that the water will pass more
rapidly over the surface under the
flooding system, that is, they should
have a greater slope than soils ot
heavier character. A grade of four
Inches to 100 feet has been found to
be not too great for Jfhese soils. On
the other hand, soils of heavy loam,
sllty clay loam and clay should ho
graded so that the water will run
less rapidly over the surface, since
the water does not percolate as ra
pidly into these soils. The mora
sandy the soils the greater should be
the slope of the land; while the more
clayey and silty the soils, the less
should be the grade.
For the most economical use of water on soils of different texture the
lighter the soils, that is, the mors
be the
sandy, the lighter should
amount of each irrigation, though the
number of Irrigations should be greater. On the other hand, the more
clayey the soils the heavier should
be each Irrigation, and these will not
be required at as frequent Intervals.
'

again."
"I can't tell her," Ayers said despairingly to Alvin Green that afternoon as they went to the train together, "that I love her so much that taken into account under Irrigation is
I mustn't stay. There's that girl put leveling the land.
Most farmers do
west, you know."
not use a surveyor's level, consider"Do you love the girl out west?"
ing that they can get the results with
Alvln demanded.
out
this expense. It has become a
ar"It was a schoolboy and girl
rangement," Ayers explained. "We well known fact that certain soils re
And now we quire a greater slope on the surface
were college mates.
haven't a thing In common but I'm to receive the proper amount of waIn honor bound."
ter from irrigation than others. For
Jerry was treating Mike to a trolley
Alvin Green held out his hand as
soil
loose
a
requires
example,
sandy
.
ride.
The conductor, a
good-by"It's tough luck,"
they said
bis voice shook a little, "but it's a greater slope, aa well as a differ- Irishman, came through collecting the
best you should go away it wouldn't ent amount of water at each irriga- fares. Mike watched his progress with
do to let Serena care."
tion, than does a heavy clay soil. In gr,eat interest. Presently he turned
But Serena did care and as the order that all parts of the irrigated to
Jerry with tears in his eyes.
days lengthened into weeks and no tract
amounts of
receive
equal
may
he said, huskily, "I've a
or
"Jerry,'
line
word, except a perfunctory
a generous check moisture. It has been found that In lump in me t'roat"
two, enclosing
for the care of the dogs came from certain New Mexico sandy loam soils
"What for?" demanded Jerry.
Ayers, she grew unlike her usual the moisture from
Irrigation
'"TIs the gladness of me that's too ,
merry self.
to a depth of four faet In big to swally!" said Mike. "Every
percolates
"But the money has been a great 14
days. The same amount of water American has the big, generous heart.
help," she said to Alvln Green, as the
to certain clay soils under the D'ye mind the poor young felly wid
applied
rose
in
garthe
old man sat with her
18 the blue
cap? 'TIs hoggin' his livin
den, "only I'd like to know why he same conditions percojates only
never came back."
Inches in the same time. When, there- he Is. I saw him hould out his hand
"It's like thiB, dearie," said Alvln. fore, the water is applied by flooding, to 27 people an' every blessed wan o'
"He was in honor bound to another as Is usually the case In this region, thim
,
giv' him a nickel."
girl. He didn't love her, but he was
is apparent that when the plats are
it
to
like
he
to
you
and
tied
began
her,
care
ch
"Why do you spend
so well that there was nothing to do graded to the same slope and are combut go away."
posed of soils 6f different texture, on the crease of your pants, hey?"
Serena raised a transfigured little all parts of the plats will not receive
"It is important, df.d, not to wear
face. "Oh, do you think that he the
amount of irrigation. The baggy trousers."
proper
cared?"
water will pass quickly over the up
"Imnortant is it? Why. you voim2
Alvin nodded.
"Then I think I ca bear It better," per end of the plat of heavy soil and cub, look here. Did you ever see a
very little will seep Into the soil If statue to a man who didn't wear bagwhispered Serena.
Suddenly there came upon the quiet the tract Is of the proper grade for gy pants?"
.
air the beat of a motor.
the sandier type. On the other hand,
our
at
sat
Serena
up. 'It's stopping
if the plat is leveled so that water
Ethel Jack Huggard told me a long
gate," she said, excitedly.
The dogs who had slept at her feet will percolate into the clay soil uni story last night
rushed down with wild yelps of wel- formly, another plat of sandy loam
Kitty Is he an interesting story
'
come.
soil of the same slope will receive teller
"Oh," said Serena, as she fol- the greater amount of water on the,
I should say so; he held hla
Ethel
lowed them, "oh, he has come
audience from start to finish.
upper portion.
back."
In this region it has been found that
Her boarder came toward her, with
alfalfa
Borrows Jones says you called him
outstretched hands. "Say you're glad irrigated tracts ' supporting
to see me," he commanded, "and then should be graded on a slope of about a liar and that if you don't take it
I'll tell you how glad I am to see you." two inches to 100 feet. Some plats ba-ckAlvin interrupted him quietly. "I've
Banks I never take anything back.
have been observed where the grade
told her," he said, "that there's an100 feet.
to
Inches
Borrows You don't? Say, let me
was
four
least
at
other girl."
"But there isn't." Ayer's tone was In this case there was a very notice have a fiver, will you, old chap?
rapturous. "She has married mar able difference in the yield of alfalfa
rled another man and I'm free
on different parts of the plats, the
"He just loves my hair. You should
free to try to win you."
crop being much better at the lower have seen how feelingly he kissed It
end, while the upper portion was very last night."
Heart's Desire of
"1 suppose you were looking at him
These conditions prevail on
light.
In speaking of the vital Import ol the heavier adobe clay and
loam through the keyhole."'
clay
the Boy Scout movement to the world, soils. On the other
hand, soils of
President Colin H. Livingstone relat'Wat makes you so sure that our
ed a touching Incident which took sandy character should be so leveled
place at the banquet given to General that they will have a greater slope. candidate will be elected?"
Baden-Poweat the Hotel Astor. Sev- The slope of four inches into 100 feet
'The fact," replied the candid caru- en or eight hundred guests, represent- Is more nearly correct for sandy soils rwgner, mat i win lose me prospecs
ing the prominent business and educa- than two Inches to 100 feet.
ci a good situation if he isn't."
tional Interests of New York city, had
Much water Is lost to the crop In
to
to
the
tribute
there
pay
gathered
'Well, this is a nice time of nlsht
distinguished guest. There was a va- this region from excessive irrigation.
cant chair between General Powell Soil moistur(e determination at this to be coming home I'm sure. What
and Mr. Livingstone and, leaning over, experiment station have shown that excuse have you this time?"
the American suggested:
the moisture
to a depth
M'dear," said hi thickly. "I've hrei
"Doesn't this splendid tribute to the of more than 19percolates
In certain sandy standing at Arm at Arm at Armfeet.
Idea inspire you? Does it recall the
loam soils. The moisture that percol- ageddon, m'dear."
picture of Maf eking?"
"I was just thinking," said the gen- ates to a depth of more than eight
prcs- 'So he believes that neaily
eral, slowly, "that If I could have my feet is lost for ordinary crops. Thereheart's desire Just now I would wish fore it is apparent that the applica- entfday reformers are actuated "bV
that my dear old mother might sit in tions of water have not been in pro- selfish motives?"
this vacant seat and look upon this
'Yes; he even Insists that a bald- far per amounts at each Irrigation for the
scene, which inspires a feeling
most
economical
use
of
headed
In
water.
man started the
the
known
martial
anything
exceeding
For here are the real Frequent shallow irrigations prevent crusade."
pageantry.
scouts and the valiant men of the fu- this deep percolation, as the moisture
ture." National Magazine.
that is applied is used by the growing
'Well, how did you find the sear
more nearly at the same rate shore?"
crop
Prolonging Human' Life.,
that it is applied. Therefore, it is
"Great!"
The astounding and gratifying fact
that with the shallow irriga"And how did you find the girls?"
apareht
cenin
half
last
the
Is claimed that
"I didn't have to. Tbey found me.''
tury an average of 12 years has been tions on the sandy soils there is a
added to the period of human life. saving of water. A saving of as much
Since the first actual records were as five inches of the above 20 has
Hamlin Wlfey told me to be home
taken in New York City in the middle been noted.
early as she has something she wanU
'60s, the rate of mortality has been
to
talk to me about
e
On
the
other
where
thirty-fivsoils
In
deaths
the
hand,
from
reduced
Buggs My wife generally wants tf
each thousand inhabitants to about are of heavy texture, such as clay or
fifteen or sixteen. This reduction has clay loam, this condition does not talk to me about the things she hasn't
resulted from the control of Infectious prevail. It has been noted that In got
The saving thus made rediseases.
the case of clay soil 12 Inches of Irlates only to the period of life under
George L. Hlgble, Manton, Mch,
There is no saving lmowl-edg- e rigation water applied three inches at
60 years.
used Foley Klflney Pills for kidney
a
18
time
the
diseases
Inches
dur
organic
percolated only
regarding
He says: "I
and bladder trouble.
of advancing years, which afflict es- ing the growing season; while the find for
case no other medicine
my
who
have
been active same
pecially those
amount of water applied In six equals Foley Kidney pills for benein affairs and who are taxed with
ficial effect." They are a safe and
Inch irrigation? percolated 36 inches
large responsibilities. Christian
reliable medicine for kidney trouble
In the same time. This
depth is not and rheumatism. Contain no harmful
below the root zone for most crops ; drugs. O. G. Shaefer, Red Cross
Store.
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t.p
the wondorful changes which have
made Japan one of the mobt power
ful nations of modern times.
ESTABLISHED 17.
The
rapidity of this movement assumes a
Published By
startling aspect in connection with
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
the remarkable military and naval
(Incorporated)
dvelopment of Japan when It is con
sidered that the constitution was pro
claimed as recently as 1889, and that
A. M. PADGETT..
EDITOR
the first national parliament met In
1S91. It suggests possibilities of future changes in the Orient which
may go far to determine the course
and character of history throughout
Entered it the pctofBce at East the world. ,
Ui Vegas. New Mexioo, for transmis- The foremost figure in this great
sion through the United States malls Japanese movement is Mutsuhito, the
present emperor. But It Is not alone
M second class matter.
with reference to the domestic policy
of Japan or the wars waged by that
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
couutry asainst China and Russia
Dally, by Carrier:
$ .05 that the career of the mmaiio should
Pee Copy

&l)e

gaily 'ptic

,
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DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION.
Cedar Rapids, la., July 24. Nearly;
all of the 1,034 delegates who will
comprise the democratic state convention here tomorrow arrived In town
today. The convention will be called
to order at 11 oclock tomorrow morn
ing. V. R. McGInnls of Leon, as temwill deliver the
porary chairman,
opening address. The work of the
convention will be confined to the
adoption of resolutions and the nomination of two candidates for Judge
of the supreme court. The nominations for governor and other state
officers were decided in the primaries last June. E. G. Dunn of Mason
City, candidate for governor, and the
other candidates on the state ticket
are expected to attend tomorrow's
convention.""
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RAILROADS

USE MODEM

"'With this system a dietl&ct signal is given at all times. As long
as the block is clear the light In the
cab 1s burning constantly; upon entering a block which Is occupied or
obstructed the light Is extinguished
and the whistle blows."The test Indicated that the apparatus could be expected to operate
satisfactorily under severe weather
conditions. There appears to be no
reason why a protection board could
not be placed over the contact shoe
to shield it from sleet and ice, as is
The
done on electric locomotives.
system is correctly controlled by electric track circuits and can be. Installed In connection with any other
signalling system.'
"In the fourth annual report of the
block signal and train control board
to the interstate commerce commission in Deceinber, 1911, is this paragraph:
" 'The board has no hesitancy in
saying that had the railroads directed
the same effort toward the developapment, of automatic
paratus that has been devoted to the
development of Interlocking and
apparatus we should
now have adequate installation of au
devices which
tomatic
would permit an engineman to) handle
his train without interference as long
as he did it properly, but would Inter
vene to stop his train if he disregarded a stop signal or ran at excess
speed wheire speed restrictions were
-

DEVICES
NEW YORK MAN SAYS THEY
ARE CARELESS IN PROVIDING FOR SAFETY.

- New York,
July 24. "Three big
railroad wrecks within a few days of
each other ought to emphasize the
necessity of Installing the most modern system of signals that will automatically prevent these tgaredies,'
said Fred La Croix of fcs. 'TC7 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn-The revolution begun
One Week
IS be considered.
Mr. La Croix is a neifctrical enOma Month
65 in Japan, Is now,, under different cir- CHILDREN
WARNED TO
and the inventor of an auto7.80 cumstances, At work In China.
One Year
gineer
The
matic stop and cab signal for railchanges going on In the latter coun
Dally by Mall
AVOID BEING INJURED roads.
One Tear
Continuing, ne said.
$$.00 try are in, many .respects as remark
Bix Months
J.00 able as those which now form part
"After the Chicago, Burlington
of the history .of,, Japan. The leaven SOCIETY IN NEW YORK GIVES Qulncy wreck near Chicago on July
of modern civilization is at work, and
The World said editorially:
14,
THEM LONG LIST OF
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
in time It will affect the whole of the
Again the personal equation miser"DO
NTS."
GROWER
Do- the existing block
vast population of the Chinese emably failed.
One Year
12.00
.
pire.
signal
24.
systems
In
place' a needlessly
effort
an
New
York,
July
1.00
CU Months
Fear has- been expressed by many to teach the children of the country great reliance upon this equation?
men concerning the fate of the white to exercise more care when
they are Recent experiments in England, and
Gash In Advance (or Mall Subscrip race in case the yellow should "learn in
so there will be fewer earlier' experiments here, show the
the street
tions)
the art of war." It Is a matter of accidents, the American Museum of practicability of using electric power
Remit by draft, check or money supreme' importance to Europe and
on steam roads to give occupied-blocSafety has Issued a card of "car
brder. If sent otherwise we will not America, but probably more immedi- don'ts" which the public schools will
warnings in the locomotive cab
to responsible for lose.
(his country than to any oth be asked to put before their pupijs. and shut off power.
The railroads iprescribed.' "
ately
Specimen copies free on appllca- - er in the western world. Should Chi Some of the maxims set forth are:
are now greatly on the defensive In
lon.
this matter. What is the justification
na, following the .example of Japan,
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
"Don't hang on beh'nd the car."
for falling to improve
Kansas City, Mo., July 24. Cattle-Rec- eipts
establish, train and equip an army
upon these
"Don't stand on the car steps."
ILL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT and a navy In proportion to its popuC000, Including! 2,000 south"Don't touch a wire, It may be a crude appliances which are so often
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
erns. Market strong. iHative steers,
lation, measured by Japanese stand- live one."
proving a false reliance?'
PAID FOR.
ards, it alone, but more especially in
"The statements by railroad offi- $6.259.55; southern steers, 4.25
"Don't put your head or arms out
combintion with Japan, might become of the car windows."
cials after accidents of this kind that 6.50; southern cows and heifers $3.20
Advertisers are guaranteed the a menace to the independence of
5.50; native cows and heifers, 93.25
"Don't jump on or off a moving they are using the most up to date
largest dally and weekly circulation more than one Occidental
nation. car.
8.75; stejekers and feeders 4.25
are
not
true.
'The public
appliances
of any newspaper In Northwestern Fortunately, race and national antog-onisshould know that'tnere is an auto- 7.25; bulls $4.005.26; calves $4.50
"Don't get off facing rear of car.''
New Mexico.
will tend to divide the domin"Don't cross the street without matic device approved by the govern-met- 8.25; western steers $5.b0( 9.00; westion of the Far East between Japan
as well as by the public service ern cows $3.256.00.
looking both ways."
neu
in
measure
market 10
a
and
to
i8,000;
China
and
commission
TELEPHONES
of this state. The govern"Don't, take a chance."
Bulk oi sales
ment Is now about to compel the to 15 cents higher.
BUSINESS OFFICE! ....... ..Main 2 tralize the menace of Oriental aggres
NEWS DEPARTMENT. . . . ..Main 9 sion against Europe and the United
FALLS FROM WINDOW
managers of the bip public service $.607.80; heavy $7.50(fr7.66; packStates.
24.
institutions to safeguard their pas- ers and butchers $7.bi7.80; light'
Alfred
N.
M.,
July
Albuquerque,
Still greater hope for the continued
son of Al sengers. A bill is is preparation by $7.657.85; pigs $6.0O.6 75.
Schaltegger, Jr., 51year-olWEDNESDAY, JULY 24, 1912.
market
5,000;
peace of the world Is found In other fred Schaltegger, foreman of the bat Representative Esch of Wisconsin to
Sheep Receipts
of the revolution now going
strong. Muttons "$3.04.50; lambs
phases
the
to
use
railroads
at
Southwestern
compel
the
automatic
works
tling
THE MIKADO AND JAPAN'S on in the .Orient It has not been exwethers and yearBrewery, fell out of the second story stops.,' There were three devices $5.507.00; range
REVOLUTION
ewes $2.50
and militarj. It window of th
clusively- political
American
roaming listed and one was approved. I am lings $3.255;00; range
$4.00 5. oO; Iambs, nahas been largely economic, and eco house at the corner of Central avenue receiving letters from lawyers
4.00;
yearlings
asking
The serious illness of Mutsuhito nomic1"
development tends toward and Fifth street this afternoon, alight- me if I ' am willing' to go on the tive $4.257.50; western 4.i57.50.
mikado or emperor of Japan, directs
,
v
peace.
ing squarely in front of M. Nash, of stand and swear that this device
special attention to one of the most
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK.
also a philosophic
It
presents
the Nash Electrical compa'if, on Ihe would have prevented such and such
notable me of modern times and the
III., July 24. Cattle Rewhich should not be overlooked. sidewalk.
Chicago,
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Smashing Reductions in all
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for New Goods.
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LAS VEGAS DAILV

TRINIDAD

PERSONALS
NO NECESSITY
FOB DEDUCTION

Kollenberg came la yesterday
afternoon from El Porventr.
P. L. Dawson of Trinidad, came in
last night from Colorado on a short
business trip.
Harry W. Kelly, of Gross Kelly and
Company, was in Albuquerque yesterday on business.
W. T. Hand, who has been in Las
Vegas several weeks, left last night
on train No. 2 for Chicago,
E. E. Johnson, the land man, made
a trip, on the mesa this morning with
a party ' of prospective msa ,and
owners.
Mrs. C. C. Robbins and daughter.
Miss Edna Robblns, left this morning
for Hermit's lodge, where they will
Bpend the remainder of the week.
J. H. O'Reilly, secretary and gen
eral manager of the Occidental Life
Insurance company, came In last even
ing from the Puke City on a short

TO

DE o
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Five members of the Appleton Wisconsin-Illinois
league" team are batting for .300 or better.
The Boston Red Sox have won
eight of the 12 games played with the

OF DAWSON

Detroit Tigers this season.
Bob Besoher, of the Cincinnati Reds,
r
and baseis the leading
Always inquire of us best ealer in the National league.
The Mountain States league has disfore buying elsewhere as
Thn tames between the Dawson
of the Huntingbanded. The blow-uMiners and the Las Vegas Maroons,' ton team
our prices remain the lowthe organization on the
put
booked for Saturday and Sunday, July rocks.
est for the highest class of
27 and 28, have been called off and
The White Sox scouts have gathered
in ilace of the coal diggers the fast
a bunch of minor leaguers f of
ready-to-wequite
on
goods, Dry
aggregation from Trinidad will go
Callahan to try out this fall
Jimmy
with the Maroons at Amusement park
Goods, Shoes and Clothing.
The Salem team which has been
on these dates. The club from Trinileading the Ohio and Pennsylvania
dad is the only one that has succeed- league, was
recently transferred to
ed in defeating the Maroons on (heir
W. Va.
Fairmont,
home grounds this Bummer, and, as
After winning 16 straight games the
Hoffman & Grauliarth
materially New oYrk Giants lost seven of the
the club has been
strengthened since Its last appear r.iue gamea played on their westen
ance here, even a tighter game than trip.
business1 trip.'
,
(The Popular Priced Store)
W. D. .Shea of the Denver and Rio the one with Dawson should result in
The great work of ' the Chicago
Phon Matn 104.
Grande railroad, left the city today the change of schedule.
Cubs of late has caused New York
Tommy Lochard, the little twirler fans to sit up and rubber In the dlreo-t'ofor. Raton and Las Vegas on business
manconnected with .his. company. Santa from Trinidad, has assumed the
of the stock yards.
which
Colorado
team,
of
the
agement
Fe New Mexjcan,
Charlie Dooin believe that his team
in
fastest
players
Santa Fe Dispatcher "Roy Prentiss, is composed of the
will go higher in the National league
left last night on a three weeks' trip Trinidad and Cokedale, and seems race and has picked out second place
to Buffalo and New York City. Mrs. confident that he and his followers for the Quakers.
Marooni
Prentiss accompanied
Mr. Prentiss can make things hot for the
Manager Griffin, of the Richmond
All Good Fellows go to
Santa Fe Operator H. J. Shift will be and possibly break even In the series team, and Manager Busch, of the
Maremployed as dispatcher during. Mr. Bill Burns, Jack Nash, "Cap"
Petersburg team, are tied for the battin, Johnny MoGeerer, Brierly, Woods, ting honors In the Virginia league.
Prentiss' absence.
Charles Hedgcock, assistant district Lott and Magnul, are some of the
After August 20 the number of play
Lochard wMl
attorney, left this afternoon for RocKy ball tossers that Tommy
ers carried by teams of the American
Ford.
Mr. Hedgcock has given up bring to the Meadow City to combat and National leagues can he increasbis position in the employ of C. VV. with the local stars of the .diamond. ed from 25 to 35.
to
G. Ward, and Is making the trip to All of these players are known
It took Ray Collins a couple of
Colorado with the view of locating the local fans, who will recognize months to get into condition, hut since
there permanently. Mr. Hedgcock, that it Is some bunch of ball players. hitting his stride he has done won
fas fielders, derful
They are all clean
.who has been employed as assistant
work for, the Boston Red Sox.
district attorney for over a year, has and are heavy hitters, and though the
must be the middle name
Pitching
made good in every sense of the word. Maroons and. the local fans are con of the Brown family. The Chicago
out
come
will
and lu a young man of promise. His fident that Las Vegas
the St. Louis Browns, the BosOfficial Dispenser of
realize that Cubs,
many friends here regret his leaving on too in ooth games they
ton Braves and the Athletics all have
ones.
Lo
the city, and he carries with him their both contests will be hot
OLD E1PY WHISKY, COOKS
a pitcher named Brown.
chard will twirl one of the games
wishes Of success.
Larry Lejeune, of the Grand Rapids
and
aaalnst the Maroons. Sorensen
GOLDEN BEER ON DRAFT
1
team, has made 16 home runs this
Lockhart will work on the mound for season. He was
tried out by Brook
FERGUSSON LIKES HIS! the locals.
lyin last season and sent back to the
All Brands of Bottled Beer
Good baseball is always a drawing
Central league.
card In the Meadow City and as the
WASHINGTON
POSITION
The chances are a number of major
Whiskies
and Bonded
fans have not witnessed a gams
clubs would like to have Harleague
Vegas
several weeks the Trinidad-LaFAMILY TRADE SOLICITED
ry Krause now that the former PhilaWOULD LIKE TO BE RETURNED
g
a
games should draw
i.v.vi-iT- O
delphia star Is pitching championship
CONGRESS BY NEW
crowd.
ball for Toledo.
MEXICO
Phone Vegas 133 for
Manager Charlie Carr, of the Kan-sa- s
BEER
OR
WINES, LIQUORS
City team, and Claude Rossman
RoswelP," N. M.,' July 24. All doubt
Delivered Fre.
AND HAIRCUTS of the Minneapolis
as to whether Congressman Harvey SHAVES
Millers, are run
AVE.
and
neck
ning
neck
B.
for the batting
DOUGLAS
of
would
Albuquerque
Fergusson
515
be a'cliiifiidlile for'
waa set
FOR THE BALL BOYS honors in the American association,
Come and Try Your Luck.
The Sherman club of the Texas-Otled today . by his announcement
lahoma leaghe, has signed a big In
through A. L. Whiteman, president of
the local tVtlson-Marshclub.
His SATURDAY IS LADIES' DAY AND dian by the name of Tlncup who is
said to be a wonderfnl pitcher. TinTHEY ARE PLANNING TO
announcement
scores
both
Taft
and
PRESS ASSOCIATIONS
"SPRUCE UP"
cup and pitcher is a soothing combi- Roosevelt severely, and reiterates alnattion.
,,
legiance to the principles of democraUfl ADJUST TROUBLES cy, as well as faith and confidence in Saturday, July 27 as been designated Nearly a quarter of a century ago
the leadership of Woodrow Wilson.
by the management of the Las Vegas Jesse Burkett was one of the leading
baseball club as "Ladles' Day", on tatters of the National league, and
GOVERNMENT TRYING TO HAR-- '
which occasion" all of the women of today the same Jesse is the leading
ANOTHER CONTINUANCE.
MONIZE AMERICAN AND
Los Angeles, July 24. A further the Meadow City will be admitted to swatsmith of his Worcester team.
WESTERN.
Continuance was taken in the bribery Amusement park free of charge. No
trial of Clarence S. Darrow today be- strings have been placed on uie offer.
Washington, July 24. Negotiations cause of the illness of Juror Leavitt. The' ladies do not have to be accom THEODORE WILL
MAKE
between the department of justice The defense has abandoned all hope panied by a man and no limit has
the American Press Associaton and of closing its case this week.
been placed on tne number attend
the Western Newspaper Onion for an Judge Hutton indicated today that ing the game. In fact; the more the THE "KEYNOTE" TALK
This1 ladles" day offer In
agreement to bring those corporations he was In favor of waiting for the re- merrier.
Into harmony with the Sherman law covery' of the. juror several days, if cludes admission to the park and seats
PROGRAM
pp.R
PROGRESSIVE
are approaching conclusion.
necessary, although he announced in the grand stand, which can be had
CONVENTION IS BEING
both
companies from .tie, hench that Leavitt's physic- - "first come, first served."
Representatives of
DRAWN UP.
and read - ans uromised to have the juror in
i,i..v, .,toi, "hnn prelate"
S
Baseball fans among women In Las
IU'""
hii"- - ;i
nrint Daner to thousands of country court tomorrow morning.
Vegas are many, arid it Is expected
Chicago, July 24.-- One
imwsDaDers. had conferences today
part of the
that on Saturday afternoon the grand
NO "SQUARE DEAL"'
with Jamea A. Fowler, assistant to'
stand of the1 ball park will be filled program for the national progressive
.
convention was settled today
feat
A
peculiar
the attorney general.
Washington,
July 24. "I , don't with fair dames. There is no getting party
ure of the case is that the department think this committee will give me a around it, pretty girls and matrons add with the announcement that Colonel
of justice is endeavoring to preserve square deal. I'll take this thing up to the dignity and life of a crowd Theodore Roosevelt would address
the
in a "key note" speech
competition between the companies on the floor of the house," declared even at a ball game and the attend at delegates
the Coliseum the evening oi the
fair fan Is cordially inand prevent one from crushing the Representative Akin of New oYrk to- ance
first day's session, August 5.
.other.
day as he quit a meeting of a house vited. Then.vtoo, the presence of the
Chauncey Dewey waa selected by
committee which met to hear his fairer sex in the grandstaiTU will give
the
advisory committee as sergeant- and
the
charges that Secretary ; Wilson had encouragement to the players,
of the national convention.
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ENGAGE IN FIGHT Representative Ruby, of Missouri It is rumored that some of the Ma- third party. That it would e along
read a letter from Arthur Day, re roons' infielders, knowing of the plan- advanced lines was freely predicted
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Representative game. Tommy Clarke and Chief
rations saij .iiu"u'
Convention In Iowa.
Wank cartridges 4,000 United &wtes Akin, declared the committee had Lockhart have both made arrangeDes Moines, al, July 24. Iowa pro
and heard
Secretary Wilson without giv- ments to have tears in thir costumes
troops, including 1,800 infantry
fixed before Saturday's contest, and It gressives today held their first state
2,000 cavalry, field artillery ouipuu
ing him opportunity to be present
the purpose of which was
n'nrt hosoital corps all on a war basis, , VI received affidavits this
morning will he noticed that with the possible convention,
to name delegates-at-largin
and by disto
engage
will
all
Jack
of
and
of
here
the
exception
Lyons,
today
left camp
corroborating my charges
tricts to the national convention at
what war department experts say give them to the country later," he boys have visited the barber shop.
The convention hall was
and Jack is using herpicide regularly Chicago
will be one of the most extensive concluded. ;
with the hope that he can cover the crowded at 1 o'clock when Provisional
mimic campaigns ever held in the
John L.
PROCEEDINGS MAY STOP
top of his anatomy with a few' extra National Committeeman
United States.. ,
24. 'Before decid hairs before ladies' day. All of the Stevens of Boone, introduced the temove
July
Washington,
stretching
battlefield
a
With
two counties, the regulars expect to ing whether the impeachment proceed- uniforms have ibeen sent to the laun- porary chairman, irank Randall, of
Hanford shall go dry and no doubt on the day of the Cedar Rapids. Practically every counengage a hostile force of equal ings against Judge
state
house
of
the
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judiciary committee will game some of the Maroons will even ty in the state was represented.
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Many a man is a woman hater de- main business of the delegates was
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meet before tomorrow whenji general
sented to them.
decision.
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will begin.
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FAST GAMES PROMISED THE
CAL FANS SATURDAY AND
SUNDAY

ful product by the Rev. Walter Brown
"Everywoman."
The last lecture which wad given
LECTURES yesterday afternoon was on 'Irish
SERIES
Literature." After a silence of several centuries," said Mrs. McFarlane,
CHARMING DENVER WOMAN RE- "the Irish people are giving to the
world a literature of great poetic
TURNS HOME, HAVING MADE
The truth of this stateMANY " NEW FRIENDS
beauty."
ment was well shown by Mrs. McFarlane's recitation of folk tales, which
Having concluded her series on
TAKES
after- are so delightfully
humorous and MRS. C. F. CUTLER
on literature yesterday
DINING
THE
CHARGE
OF
of
Two
on
the
Irish
quaint
typical
noon, at which time she spo':e
ROOM.
tales were related by Mrs. McFarlane
"Irish Literature," Mrs. Ida Kruse
one of the Instructor! In the and she then presented "The Countess
After months of hard work on the
Liglish department of Denver Cnl Cathleen," a poetic drama from the
of Manager Harvey and an army
part
vcrsity, left today for Denver.' The pen of the Keats, and the "Traveling
of
plumbers and other
carpenters,
one
act
a
Mrs.
McFarlane
GregMan,"
delivered
Lady
lectures
play by
by
artisans, the Plaza hotel, the big
in New Mexico Normal University hall, ory.
As a speaker Mrs. McFarlane has West side hostelry, is ready for occuviUich were ix In number, were all
an
unusualof
and; (interesting manner, pancy. Those persons who have been
sni
instructive
charming
tignly
of
each
the lectures was enjoyed familiar with the old place for years
and
ly entertaining nature.
It
who would pever recognize It today.
Mrs. McFarlane in her opening lec- thoroughly by her listeners,
of
one
has
been
the
converted
into
used
were
many.
ture last Wednesday afternoon
This is Mrs. McFarlane's second vls-- most beautiful places for the enteras her subject "The Principles of
in Las
and she Will be wel- tainment of traveling and permanent
fables
Criticism."
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Proverbs,
short stories were used
by the speaker In illustrating the elements of morality and beauty In literature.
Thursday afternoon "Paris" was the
subject of Mrs. McFarlen's address.
Following the statement of the young
be
er Dumas that "cities should
studied through the human document,"
Mrs. McFarlan,e recited many inci
dents showing the practical spirit
and also idealism of the Parisian.
Then followed a telling of Maupus- ant's great story "The Necklace,'"
and a summary of Balzac V "Two
voung Women,"
Mrs. McFarlane's topic Friday was
She
was "Teh Russian Literature."
gave a review of Anderson's "King
Hunger," and of Gogol's brillant nov-

Literary

and modern

el, "Dead Souls."

Sahkespeare's "Antony "and Cleopatra" was dealt with by Mrs. McFarlane Saturday morning. She spoke
a short time on the chatves that are
creplng into the teaching of literature
and particularly the teaching of
Shakespeare. Mrs. McFarlane ald
an. effort Is being male to do away
with the task Idea In the -- class room
and to establish the conditions where
in it Is possible for students to de
velop and follow a love for literature
The most revolutionary thing suggested by Mrs." McFarlane was the doing
away with the assigned work, and al
lowing the work on the part of the
students to be voluntary. The results where this has been tried have
been most gratifying, said Mrs. McFarlane. An interperatlve recital of
the play "Antony and Cleopatra"
was given toy Mrs. McFarlane, em
phasizing the variety of effect and
the dramatio Impressions of the
Shakespearean masterpiece.
"The Modern Drama," was the to- pio discussed Monday by the Denver
teacher, at which time she gave a
review of Strindberg's great psychological play, "The Link," and of
Charles Rann Kennedy's one act play,
"The Terrible Week." This play is
commanding attention by Its dramatic revelation of the shallowness of
the prevailing conception - of diity.lt
i? powerfully
in its purpose. The last play that Mrs. McFarlane took up Monday waa the beauti
y

Vegas

comed to Las Vegas at any future
time, having made many friends who
had the pleasure of attending the lectures at the Normal' University.
Summer colds at-- hard to get rid
of, and frequently lead' to asthma.

bronchitis, and hay fever, lit not let
your cold get a hold, on yon, but use
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
for quick relief. W. H.'! Allen, Chelsea, Wis, says: "We' prefer Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound ' to other
because It eulckly
cough medicines
cures coughs and colds. It will ward
off a cold If taken In time." Contains no opiates. O. O. Shaefer, Red
'
-- v.

Cross Drug Store.

CORRESPONDENCE

:

IS SHOWN

San Francisco, July 24. Corres
pondence between William H. Han- nam, secretary of the Spreckles Sugar
Refining company and- the Western
company, and H. p. Havemeyer, former president of the American Sugar
Refining company, were offered In
ovidence by the prosecution today In
the hearing of the government's suit
in equity to dissolve the American
Sugar Refining company and Us allied corporations. Attorneys for the
government sought to establish the
letters, action between the American
Sugar Refining company and Califor-

nia companies.
MURDERER

guests in the entire southwest. Reand refurnished throughout,
the hostelry is a model of comfort
and convenience.
Large numbers of
the rooms are equipped with private
baths and many are arranged en
suite, In order to accommodate families. Only the laying of a few hall
carpets remains to be done before the
work is complete.
Mrs. C. F. Cutler has assumed
charge of the dining room, which assures the public Jhat the culinary department will be taken care of in the
best possible way. The dining room
is large and airy, attractively located
and' beautifully furnished. Mrs, Cutler has engaged the best of help and
the meals are appetizing and well
served.
The hotel expects to make a bid
for the best family trade and also for
the commercial trade. Already the
rooms are filling up with permanent
lodgers and the number of boarders
Is Increasing daily. The management
believes Las Vegas needs a hostelry
of just the variety they have provided. Being up to date. Manager Harvey has advertised his place in every
city between Las Vegas and Saint
Louis. He also will advertise In eastern magazines which contain matter
of Interest to the tourists. He expects the hotel to make good from the
start, having been encouraged by the
business done the tlrst few weeks.
The Chicago capitalist .who owni the
place has spent a large amount of
money upon the remodeling 'operations.
modeled

IS SANE

Sacramento, Calif., July 24. Charles
Carson, the Folsom convict who had
been under the shadow of the gallows since 1906, when he was sen
tenced to death for participating in
the famous
pri
son outbreak of 1904, was declared
TO END ABUSES
Colorado Springs, Colo., July 24.
sane today by a jury In the superior
court. Unless " reprieved again by Delegates to the eighteenth annual
the governor, he will pay the death convention of the Commercial taw
League of America, In session here,
penalty on August 2.
eagerly awaited the address today of
Rosseau A. Burch, associate justice
PROGRESSIVES
IN MARYLAND.
Baltimore, Md., July 24. Leaders of the supreme court of Kansas, who
of the Roosevelt movement nave ar- was scheduled to speak on "Constituranged for a state convention of the, tions and Courts."
A fight Is expected on the report of
progressive party to be held In this
city tomorrow to select the Maryland the committee to correct the abuses
'
delegates to the Chicago convention. of the bankruptcy practice. An effort
will be made to prevent Its being read
and to read the committee out of exOnce in a great while a man ac- istence.
quires wealth and fame without
This evening the annual banquet
...
his old friends.
will be served.
'
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IT PAYS TO BUY

ABlfERTiBiSB &G&DS

at-ar-

-

IS

BUSINESS

-

$5,-00- 0

HOTEL

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods' right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, ut it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
Vou are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

','''
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It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

... i
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(By C P. BULL,

whis"Penny Penny Mulligan!"
pered Miss Gabtn of the notion counter.
The young girl with two long, tblck
braids of red balr leaned down from
the bundle counter overhead.
"Well?" she replied crisply.
"Have you seen the new floorwalker!"
"No where is Mr. Freer?"
"Transferred to the upholstery. It's
a shame, too. He certainly Is a genMiss Oabln patted the
tleman!"
blond puffs of her elaborate coiffure
and sighed audibly. "He certainly Is
a gentleman," she repeated.
She Every 'time Screecher,
tha
"He Is," returned Penny.
She
turned back to her labors of wrap- ?rand opera tenor, gets a sore throat
It costs him a thousand dollars.
ping parcels.
He Gee! His throat must be as
'You certainly are swirt, Penny,"
slg as a giraffe's.
murmured the etout bundle girl.
"It's a dull day," said Penny, yawning.
INCOMPLETE RETURNS
Ever since she had run away from
beher home in the middle West to
come an actress, Penelope had been
on the lookout for people from home.
True she had written back to her
uncle and aunt, telling them that she
was earning her living and when she
said that she was "acting" how could
that unsophisticated couple suspect
that the part she was' playing was the
very practical one of bundle counter
girl in a department store.
She had given her name as Penny
Mulligan, when in fact Bhe bore the
charming title of Penelope Marston.
Arthur Preston had asked her to
marry him and had been haughtily
dismissed by the stage-strucgirl. "1
cannot marry any one, Arthur," she
"I have a
said, condescendingly.
career before me, you know?"
"Pooh!" the practical Arthur had
said he was a real estate agent and
in his native
very live and
town ''pooh, honey, you cant act!"
First Lawyer How often was Mr.
""I will show you!" Penny had said, Millions
married?
wrathfully.
Second
Can't tell you. Tha
"Penny Penny Mulligan!" shrilled notices ofLawyer1
contests over the estate
Miss Gabin during another lull in the
have only Just begun to come In.
business of this rainy day.
"What 1b It?" asked Penny languidly as she leaned over the railing.
A GOOD GUESS
"There he is!"
"Whom do you mean?" Penny was
not Interested, but she strove to be
.

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Propittor

416 Grand

.

Ave

Phone Main 447

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles lor Hire

A. II. Lorenzen
Carriage Manufacturer,
General Blacksmithing,
' Carriage Painting
-D- EALER IN
Heavy Hardware and
Wagon Material
C

k

CLAY AND HAVENS
Livery, Feed and Sales Stables,
ii Good Rigs & Prompt Service
1202

a

National Ave

Phone Main 71

PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING

Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
and Gluing.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
'
Old Town polite.
West Side Plaza
"The new floorwalker. He's standing there by the perfumery his back
ta this way. He's lovely looking!"
Penny looked and saw a tall, mas'
sively built young man garbed In the
Rowers sharpened conventional black of the store standLock and l Gunsmith Bicycle and ing with his hands loosely clasped
behind his back. He looked oh, so
General Repairing
much like Arthur Preston, but of
520-St.Street
E. Las Vegas course that was absurd!
"Yes, isn't he?" she managed to say
carelessly in response to Miss Oabln's
last remark.
Later she happened to glance downAutomobile, Carriage f&
ward, and her blue eyes met the calm,
cool gaze of the new floorwalker. His
glance passed from her face to that
of the other bundle girl, and then he
N. 0. HERMAN
passed on his leisurely way down the
store. It was Arthur Preston.
Grand Ave
When she had an opportunity she
429
Miranda I saw you with a gentleasked Miss Gabln the name of the man In an auto last night.
I only

....

H. 0. YOUNG
.......

lawn
h,

31 GN PAINTING

.

new floorwalker.
"The most romantic name you ever
heard, Penny! Miss Clark from the
office told me his name Is Claude
Reston."
Penny darted back to her work,
conscious that Miss Gabln was holding an animated conversation with
Mr. Claude Reston.
"How dare he come here under an
assumed name?" fumed Penny.
She snapped the string ' viciously
and the fat parcel flew out of her
hands and fell plump upon the sleek,
black head of the new floorwalker.
Miss Gabln shrieked becomingly as
Mr. Reston gracefully disentangled
himself from the shower.
"Ain't you afraid you'll get flred,
Penny?" gasped the fat girl.
"I don't care!" flared Penny recklessly. "I'm going to leave anyway,

PLAZA HOTEL
.

Experiment

The season for cultivation of the
oil, to remedy the mechanical condition, to control the moisture supply
and to kill weeds, Is now on. It would
seem as though little would need to
be said about cultivation for the control of the moisture supply In the soil,
but there Is never a season passes, but
that a short droughty period Is experienced. Experiments at University
farm show conclusively the value of
stirring the surface soil during dry
times.
Strange as It may seem, the stirring
of the soil Is also a good thing when
the soil is too moist In the former
case, cultivation breaks the capllarlty
and prevents the escape of the moisture through evaporation. In the latter
case, It opens up the soil that Is
stirred, and permits a freer circulation
of the air, and in this way dries out
the surface area, thus controlling, to
a certain extent, the moisture supply.
Cultivation for conserving moisture
should" be relatively shallow;
th
depth being more or less In accordance with the severity of the drought.
A deeper "duBt blanket" should
be
maintained during a severe drought
than during the short and mild
droughty periods. In the "dry-lanfarming" sections, that is, In regions
of fifteen Inches or less rainfall, dust
mulch of three to four inches is advised. Under the average Minnesota
a
dust mulch
conditions,
will generally suffice.
During the earlier period of growth,
plants need much better
than during the latter periods ol
'growth, for the roots are not numerous and do not draw from a very
large area. For this reason. It is very
Important that the conditions be aa
near perfect as possible, that tha
plants may develop normally and rapidly in their earlier periods ol
growth.
Frequent cultivations, as well as the
proper kind of cultivations are very
Important. In droughty periods a cultivation of the cornfield or potato
Held should be made at least once si
week. The tillage question is not a
difficult one to answer, if due consideration is given to the scientific principles underlying the conditions,
which make it necessary to do one
thing or the other. A study of the soil,
the amount of moisture, the amount
of rainfall and the kind of crop, will
generally Indicate the method to be
followed.
d

e
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and 'Lavatories)

Stea.aHeat iPrivateTelephones
Rates $2.50per day and up
v

AMERICAN PLAN
'Spcelal ltates by Week or Month

rv
The most Important place to use
pure Ice Is in the sick room. Your
physician will tell you that it Is absolutely necessary to have .PURE Ice
for the sick room as wel for other
household uses. Our ice is PURE
you; can depend on It being so. Order
loday.
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone Main 227
If you are a housewife you cannot
reasonably hope to be healthy or
toeautlful by washing dishes, sweeping and doing housework all day,
and crawling Into bed dead tired at
night You must get out into the open
air and sunlight. If you do this every
day and keep your stomach and bowels in good order by taking Chamber-laiTablet's when needed,
you
should become both healthy and
beautiful. For sale by all aeaiers.
n

When a girl becomes convinced that
crying makes her nose red sire stops.

Some one was coming up the steep
little stair of the bundle counter. A
ruffled black head, a pair of black
eyes, a pair of broad shoulders, a big
hand holding forth the ragged bundle of false hair.
..
"Here, Penelope," he said coolly.
"Please don't do that aain."
Penny was speechless1 with indignation, as she took the package from
him and their hands touched.
He
disappeared at once, and Penny proceeded to wrap the bundle carerully.
It required elaborate care, for great
tears were welling In her blue eyes.
The tears splashed upon the package,
and she thrust it violently toward the
tube.
To Penny's horror, it leaped over
the rail and descended almost at the
feet of the new floorwalker!
"Gee!" giggled the fat girt.
Penny was frozen with mortification, as once more Mr. Reston climbed
the stairs and handed the package to
'
the girl.
"I'll be waiting for you at six
o'clock, Penelope," he whispered soft"If we hurry we can take the
ly.
train tomorrow morning and I promised your Aunt Susan that if she
would make the wedding preparations
You wouldn't
I'd bring the bride.
want to disappoint Aunt Susan, would
you?"
"No," whispered Penelope, meekly.
"Gee!" muttered tho fat girl once
more.
"The nerve!" glared Miss Gabin.
"Oh, Joy!" Bang Penelope's heart

saw one of his arms.
have one?

Myrtella
somewhere,

The- - other
I guess!

Did he only
was
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FOR CLASSIFIED
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BEST

CHAPMAN
JF,

OBTAINABLE

ADVER-

cent par line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary word to a Una.
No ad to occupy let space than two
line. All advartls ment charged
will be booked it space
actually aet,
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advance preferred.
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day In each moath at Ka-aonlo Temple at 7:20 p. m. C. D.
Boucher, & C; Chaa. Tamme. ReJ

pi at 7;t0 p. m.
WllHama, H. P.;
Blood, Secretary.
RANSFORD CHAPTER

NO.

frit

very Monday era-ninIn CaaU Hall
Visiting Knights are
invited.
cordially
E.
C'naa.
Liebso
o
Cha o
Comm.
Harry
rf
Martin, Keeper
Records and Seal.
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Wanted

ATTOKXEYM

Competent cook. Apply
Seventh street, Mrs. W. G.

Grand

New

Mt'--

O. E.

PIIY8ICIAN9

arena.

DR. H. W. HOUF
1016 Fifth

Residence

BROTHERHOOD NO.
102 Meeta arary Monday
night at
O. R. C. Halt on Bonclaa avenue, at

S o'clock.
Visiting mambara are
FOR SALE
Two registered
roan cordially walooma. B. L Oahrlne.
Durham bull calves. John Hartman,
president; J. T. Boalar. sacra tary;
East Las Vegas.
c. H. Bally, treaimrar.

hens, 60c, 75c MODERN WOODMEN OF
AMERIC
Johnson,
Meet In tha forest of brother!

St

Office
Grand Avenue
Phones Res. Main 293. Office Main 41
Office hours 10 to 12 m.; 2 to 4 p. m.

FRATERNAL

Humboldt,

HUNKER

Las Vegas.

Haydon.

For Sato

a

Cheater A. Hunt
Attorneys at Law.

a

WANTED

M.

second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
brothers are cordially Invited. P.
D. McElroy, Exalted Ruler. D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

B. P. O. ELKS

TemHUNKER
M. R
T. O. Geo. H. Hunker

and third Fridays in
Maaomla Tampla. Mrs. T. & Boven,
Worthy Uatroa; Jam aa
Rutledge
Worthy Patrok; Mra. Gaorga Tripp,
Secretary. Phon Main 121, 120
4ata

U-00-

1,
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corder.

moath at Vaaonla

ft,

NO.

.

if

WHITE Wyandotte
.
and
Mrs.

L

1 1

LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Bag-Taaav
Jiular ooaclava

i

OPTIC'8 NUMBER, MAIN

HANDLE

PYTHUS

OF

R. Murray,

Int

,

CAFE

LODGE

DOHA DO

E.L

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. S, ROYAL
ARCH MASONS Aagalar convoca
tion
Uonday In each

1' lit

ALWAYS

tnlrd Thursday la Mil
month, Vlsltlna broth-f- y
invited
cordially

Five

1108

GOODS

LOOCC NO t, A. F. A
A M Regular com- muulcatlon
flrat and

f

COLUMN
RATES

RESTAURANT AND

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
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LOBBY

HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE
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TOE

1KNTISTS
PLEW, DENTIST

DR. CLIFFORD

Successor to
Dr. E L. Hammond
Office 7 Crockett Building.
Phone Main 115
Residence Phone Olive 5462.

M. E.

Kansas.
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For Rent
FOR RENT Furnished rooms.
quire 414 Seventh street

In-

lova at Woodmen of the Wor)
hall, on the second and fourth Fr
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. CI,
Consul ; G. Laemmle, Clerk, vtat)
lng neighbors are especially wa
com and cordially Invited.

TIME CAED

LOCAL

EAST BOUND
Arrive
No.

pai

....

:15, P- :10 P- m.
11:10 p. sa
No. 4.... 11:06 p m'.
1:25 a. at
1:16 a. m
FOR RENT Two furnished . roomB, J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 645, No. ,8
m
2:10
I..
1:45
m......
O.
B.
10
p.
of
B.
Meeta arary fire No.
good location. . 322 Grand avenue.
Tuesday of tha month In tha veatrj
Phone Olive 6272.
WEST BOUND
rooms of Temple Monteflore at I
1:46 p.
1:20 p. m
o'clock p. m. Tlaltin? brothers are No. 1..
FOR RENT Three new rooms fur6:15 p.
invited
nished for light housekeeping. 921
oordlcUy
Isaac Appel, No. 3.. ...6:10 a. m...
Lincoln.
President; Charles Greenclay, Sao No. 7.. ...4:40 p. m.......:60 p.
7:00 9
No.
...6:35 p. m
rotary.
-
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FOUNDATION

OF DRY FARMING

Soil Farmer Has Immense
Reservoir Where Precipitation
May Be Stored.

In Deep

Plants cannot grow without moisture and upon Its conservation the
theory and practice of dry (arming
must rest In normal years the rain
and snow fall upon the plowed slice,
which is merely a temporary reservoir,
and sink rapidly out of the reach of
the wind and sun, and other agencies
3f evaporation.
Succeeding precipitation follows the same course, each
time moistening the minute soil partl-2le- s
to greater depths, until at length
the soil is wet as far down as six or
eight feet, or even more. This fact
Is very significant, for it means that
in a deep soil the
has an
Immense reservoir, where by proper
methods of cultivation the precipitation of normal and wet years may be
carefully stored away for future use in
time of drought. The damming up of
the high waters In the tops of the
mountains during the spring time, and
the holding them back for the use of
the inhabitants of a distant city durdry-farm-

ing the
qo more

rainless summer
realistic.

Is

certainjy

DAIRY NOTES.
The cows' salt box should never be
empty, summer or winter.
Each season a grass lot should be
held In reserve for the dairy cows, "
More milk per acre as well as per
cow farmer's
cow Is the successful
slogan.
After all has been said and done,
there Is no butter like good farm
made butter.
How did you build and arrange that
milk house you think is the best In
the township?
When a cow has been dry for some
time be gentle with her when she
freshens again.
First Caterpillar Any engagement ' Plantings of sweet corn are now in
next week?
order to help piece out short pasSecond Caterpillar What's upi.
tures In August
First Caterpillar I shall expect you
In keeping cows never be without
at my coming out
clover. It is one of the foods essential
to good dairying.
The greatest aid In the prevention
GENTLE REMINDER
of scouring and care of all dairy products Is temperature. .
A herd of good dairy cows Is the
best insurance against hard times or
a slump in prosperity.
The strong cow is the one that will
raise a calf every year and produce
a large quantity of milk.
If the cream in the churn foams up
; w
A Kt,
and runs over, the churn is too full
or the cream is Improperly ripened.
Turn separator with a steady and
uniform speed, and flush down with
skim milk or water at end of separat-

ion.

It has been found that the milking
qualities of a cow depend almost as
much on her sire's mother as on her
own mother.
T- VT'V J
Keep your caives in clean, separate
pens tor about tour weeks, and then
if the weather permits, turn them out
The Kid Now I remember wot I with the herd, and they will not suck
wus to ret for ma. A pound of
the cows.
-
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J) Private Baths

Mlnnenota

Station.)

C MITRAL 1101 EL
Cor. Grand and Douglas Ave.
Sast Las Vegas, N. M.

SUPPLY OF MOISTURE

Never Does Season Pass But That
Short Droughty Period la Expert,
need Value of Stirring.

Penny

r.mS.ZR. FLINT, Prop

NEEDED
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r.liscell&ncous

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC!
NO. 804. Meets second and foar
BULLS for service
at the Mesa
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Pion
ranch. Terms cash. M. M. Mllli-ga- . building. Visiting members are c
M. D.
dlally lnried. Peter Emenaker, G.
K., Richard Devine, F. S.
NOTICE

State of New Mexico
In the District Court
County of San Miguel.
In the matter of the
Petition of Vincent
No.
Fortune for change of

I. O. O. F.,
1.
Meets

LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO
every Monday evening a.
their ha'l on Sixth street All visit
ing brethren cordially Invited to at
tend. J . D. Fridenstlne, N. G.;
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. El wood
Secretary; Karl Wertx, Treasurer
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

name.
Notice of changing name of Vincent
Fortune to Vincent Rathburn and F. O. E.
Establishing Name of Vincent Rath-burNotice is hereby given that the undersigned, Vincent Fortune, did, on
the 16th day of July, A. D. 1912, file
a petition In the District Court of San
Miguel County, State of New Mexico,
wherein he asked that his said name
of Vincent Fortune be changed to Vincent Rathburn, and that the said name
of Vincent Rathburn be established
for him by decree of said court That
said Vincent Fortune resides In the
City of Las Vegas, In said County and
State. That application for hearing
upon said petition will be made before the Honorable David J. Leahy,
Judge of said Court, at Las Vegas, In
said County and State, on the 29th
day of August, A. D 1912, said date
1912'
being within the regular1 May
term of said Court. That the name
of petitioner's attorney is C. W. G.
Ward whose office and postofflce Address is Las Vegas, New Mexico.
MINCENT FORTUNE,

Petitioner.
Nell "Would you say Mr. Guzzler
was well bred?"
pelle "Well, he
generally has a little bun."

FOR THE CHILDREN
ALSO FOR GROWN PERSONS

QUICK - SAFE - RELIABLE
NO OPIATES

NO NARCOTICS

FOLEY'S HONEY and TAR

There is mora Catarrh ia tnis Motion of the country than all' oUi55n'"t
eases put together, and until
few rears was supposed 10 oe lutur- able. For a great many years doctors pronounced It a local disease and
prescribed local remedies, and by
constantly failing to cure with local
treatment, pronounced It Incurable.
Science has proven Catarrh to be a
constitutional disease, and therefore
constitutional treatment
requires
Hall's Cattarrh Cure, manufactured
by F. J. Cheney ft Co., Toledo, Ohio,
is the only Constitution.--1 cure on the
It is taken Internally in
doses from 10 drops te a teaspoonfuL
It acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. They
offer one hundred dollars for any
case it fails to cure. Send for circulars and testimonials.
Address: F. J. Cheney & Co., To.

Meets first and third Tue
day evenings each month, at Wood
man hall. Visiting Brothers
cor
M
A.
dially Invited to attend.
Adler. President; E. C. Ward, Set
retary.

ledo, O.
Sold by druggists, 75c.

Take Hall's Family Pills for

RETAIL PRICES
or More, Each Delivery
to 2,00S Ma, Each Delivery
ta 1,0s lbs Eact, D livery
t SOS Iba Each Delivery
LeaaxThan M Iba, Each Deli vary

MM

:

la,

too par

VMS Iba.
23S Iba.
6 Iba.

1SS

lfe.

25c par 1W Iks.
SO
per 1M Iba.
p fN
gg per IN Ika

,

4,

AGUA PUR A COMPAlNY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famaus Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

ANT Ads
Are Best

;

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom
amonf al
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell isJWORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. In this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
f

,

COMPOUND

A COMMON COLD neglected may go
quickly into CROUP, BRONCHITIS, ot
PNEUMONIA which often means a sudden fatality. Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR COMPOUND always in the
house and give at first sign of a cold.
Refuse substitutes.
Red Cross Drug C.
O. G.

Schaefer

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
,
best markets!

',..
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m TOWN

Whenever Anything For The Good of The Community is Proposed, Get in The Front
Line of The Procession And See That The Project is Brought to a Successful Conclusion.

QJ)

AS IMPORTANT

That You Boost Your Business. You Can do it by Advertising,
&

THE

Furnishes the best advertising medium and it is willing to join in any scheme that
will be for the benefit and betterment of Las Vegas.
Should you care to supplement your newspaper advertising by the use of circulars
and catalogues The Optic's job department can turn out beautiful work of that variety.

LAS VEGAt OAILY
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IN FRESH

LAS CRUCES PEACHES
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THE CASH GROCER

PIIOUE I 7

Coining Thursday. July 23. "Call of
Woimin," a three reel feature.
AT THE ISIS.

FOR

SERVICES'

BOH.

TRIBUTES

APPLES, NAVITE TABLE APPLES.

.!

LOCAL NEWS

MillAL

PGGIN
DEAD

WILL BE PAID

Santa Fe train No. 10 passed through
PASTOR AT HIS FORMER
Las Vegas this afternoon running In
CHURCH TONIGHT
two sections. This was made necesThis evening at the Christian taberOur entire line ot summer qillllnery sary By the shipment of four cars ot
nacle will occur the union prayer meetf
grapes from Imperial Valley, Califoroff. Strass'.
nia, booked for eastern markets.
ing which will be In the nature of a
memorial service for the late Rev. W.
Don't forget the big Spanish dance
The body of Mrs. Eva Blodgett, who R. Quiggin, unt.il bis death a week
and free punch at Rosenthal hall t
died Inst Saturday morning at her ajo, pastor of the First Christian
night. Everybody welcome.
.
home on Seventh street, was sent to church. Rev. E. C. Anderson, pastor
Finch' Oolden Wedding Rye, scad Randolph, Wis., last night on train of the First Methodist Episcopal
In the wood.
Direct from distillery No. 2. Mrs. Blodgett's mother, Mrs. church, one of Mr. Qulggin's fellow laCatherine Lloyd, and her sister, Mrs, borers in the city .will preside. The
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Anna Thompson,
the borers In the ctiy, will preside. The
accompanied
The Msocabees will give a 10c
body east
for:
at Mr. Selover's residence toEpitome of his Life C. W. Jordan.
The members of the board of direc
His Interest in the Y. M. C. A. A.
night. Everybody Jb corillslly lnvltel.
tors ot the Las Vegas Business Men's R. Warwick.
His interest In the Sunday School
The Baptist Ladles' Aid society will association will meet tomorrow night
meet with Mrs. Nagle, 628 Grand ave In the rooms of the Commercial club. E. S. Showalter.
As a Pastor D. L. Batchelor.
nue, Thursday afternoon at 2 o'clock. This is the first meeting of the board
which was elected at the last meetAs a Pre3cher of the Gospel Rev.
A full attendance 1 desired.
ing of the association, recently organ, Griswold.
For' Bale High grc- - e range, dining ized underr the State Retailers' asso
His Christian Character Dr. Alice
table, and six chairs. Singer sewing ciation.
Rice.
machine, two birdseye dressers. 9x12
His Legacy to Us Professor Byron
Axmlnster rug. C. McClanahan, 1055
S. Read.
APPROPRIATION
BILL.
Sixth street.
Personal Impressions Rev. C.
Washington, July 24. The sundry
civil appropriation bill carrying apMiss Carrie Schmldtt, cleric In the
The services will begin promptly at
proximately .1116,000,000 for the sup
Bacharach Brothers' store, who has port of various bureaus and branches 8 d'clock. All friends of Mr.-- Quiggln
been seriously 111 for several weeks. of the
government passed the senate. and his family are Invited to be
Is gain at her place In the mercan
It contains increases or about $t,000,tile establishment
000 over the appropriation authorized
A NEW "UMP"
The differences be
by the house.
A special car carrying the Connec tween
Chicago, July 24. President O'Neill
the two bodies will be adjustticut delegation of Elks from the an ed in conference.
of the Western league, today announcnual convention In Portland, Ore., ,to
ed that he had signed JackO'Toole,
the Atlantic coast, will pass through
an umpire formerly of the Southern
A BLOODY BATTLE
Las Vegas tonight on train No, 4. The
O'Toole will report at Lin
24. The league.
Gate, Washington, July
Elks are routed by the way of Den. first skirmish of the defense
of Seattle coin tomorrow and .assist Umpire
ver, where they will stop several eccured at 3 o'clock
thts'mornlng be- Johnson, the Iatter's working partner
days.
tween outposts of Red and Blue ar soing to Denver.
imies.
Thei outpost ' of Blues,
enExaminations, which bring to '& trenched behind a
READY FOR BUSINESS.
bank, pour
gravel
close the school work of the summer ed a
The Romero Mining Co. wishes to
fierce fire Into the Red cavalry
session of the New Mexico Normal scouts and killed most of
them theo announce that they have completed
University, began this mornlnV and retically. A lieutenant and two
caval the Installation of machinery for the
tomorrow afternoon
will
rymen were captured. The Red caval concentration of ores in their pla'it
This session of th,e' Normal Univer ry is
noming witn a machine gun and will receive all kinds of ore tor
sity, which has been a marked suc- detachment the bridge across the concentration at a very reasonable
cess In every department from the Chehalis river near
Caderville.
Indi- price; will give mill run testa on
viewpoint of attendance and work ao dactions are that there will be much any
quantity desired. The capacity
compllshed, will close Friday.
skirmishing during the day and pos of the plant is 50' tons ot ore per
sibly an engagement tonight
day. Mill is situated 16 miles from
- The fifth annual Mountainalr Chau
Las Vegas. The freight rate on ore
tauqua assembly, began today in
SUBSTITUTE WOOL BILL
per ton from La Vegas to the mill
Mountainalr.
The program will open
Washington, July 24 A substitute Is $3. Address all commuaicatio.is
tonight with a fine Illustrated lecture for the democratic wool tariff hill to Margarlto Romero, general manaby Colonel R. E. Twitchell f this was presented to the Benate
today by ger, El Porvenir, N. M.
city, and from that time until the Mr. Cummins of Iowa. It would
gen
end of the ten days there will be
erally reduce the 'rales of the present
NOTICE
something doing every minute of the law, but not so far as the house bill.
Lar Vegas, N. M., July 3, 1312.
time. A splendid course of lectures,
A vote on the democratic ibin will
To the Teachers of San Miguel Coun
and every accommodation
for the be taken In the senate before
adjournty:
comfort and entertainment of visitors ment tomorrow.
The San Miguel county institute1
have been provided and this promises
to be the most successful of all of IOWA ROOSEVELT CONVENTION. will begin on Monday morning the
5th day of August and continue for
the Chautauqua assemblies.
Des Moines, a., July 24. The third
four weeks. All teachers desiring to
party movement in Iowa was shoved teach
the coming year In any of the
TONIGHT AT THE ISIS.
down the ways into the political sea
schools of San Miguel county,
public
"The Saleslady". .Tanr.hauser Drama at a well attended state convention
must attend the Institute, to qualify
A good melodrama held in this
"The Recoil"
city today. Delegates to
law. San Miguel county
the national convention at Chicago under the
will need 30 more teachers this ear
August 5 were selected and resoluthan last
tions strongly Indorsing the stand of
The Institute fee will be two dol
Colonel Roosevelt were adonted.
lars, payable before being enrolled.
Dollars in Wear or
All teachers are urged to attend the
THIRD PARTY IN ALABAMA
full four weeks. The institute will be
Birmingham, Ala., July 24. At a
held In the south school building of
mass convention ' In Birmingham to- he
Cents in Washing
Las Vegas. ,
day the Roosevelt' supporters In AlaM. P. DESMARAIS,
bama completed a permanent organSchool Superintendent.
County
ization and took steps looking to the
Which are you saving?
A few cents added to your
adequate representation of the state
'at the national convention to be held
laundry bill will be well spent
If you receive In return a serby the progressive party in Chicago
next month.
vice so conscientious and painsFRESH EVERY DAY
taking that your clothes wear
four times as long.
GEORGIA PROGRESSIVES ACTIVE.
Atlanta, (Ga., July 24. Tomorrow is
Soft water, pure soap, careful
the day set for the holding ot a state
employes such service means
GOODS
convention of Roosevelt republicans
a weekly economy on clothes
ot
conven
The
Georgia in this city.
that quickly runs Into dollars.
tion "will elect delegates to the nationWhy not begin this economy
al convention of the progressive party
this week? A phone or postal
The Best in The City
In Chicago and formulate plans for
will bring a wagon to' your door
the campaign in Georgia.
promptly.
Try a dram of Ola Taylor .bourbon
i
the Opera Bar.

LONS (ALABAHA SWEETS,) NATIVE

CALIFORNIA PEACHES

See window display of new mid
summer felts. Strass'.

See Van Fetten tor Insurance

LAS CRUCES CANTALOUPOS. WATERME-

CALIFORNIA PHUMS
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EXTRA SPECIAL
FOR THREE DAYS

One-Hal-

COYS

BREAD

YOU EAT

"BLUE RIBBON BREAD"

We can give You the followingdifferent kind

FRESH EACH DAY
RYE. WHOLE WHEAT, GR.AHAM,
VIENA, CREAM, KARL'S

)

HO--

j

E

M A D

FOR

Er

IsuiCiar

J. H. STEARNS
PUR.E THINGS TO EAT
GOAL AND VJOO O
SUGARITE

NUT v

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
fol IMmln H ?Jm G O P D OH

We have on hand a complete stock of
SCREEN DOORS, WINDOW SCREEN! AND WIRE SCREENING

At The Most Reasonable Prices
Get our quotations

Vdj guying

LAD VEOnC LUHjBEH GO.
Phone Main 150

'

" 013"

Town

BAKERY

'

The Home of the Best of Eroiythlng Eatable

We Hqlvc

FresnVEqry D?xy

PIES COOKIES DOUGTHNUTS CAKES
JELLY ROLLS
GfNGERBREAD

SPECIAL

WAISTS

FOOD CAKES

CAKES, LOAF CAKES; ANGEL

BUNS, PARKER HOUSE ROLLS,

,

'
,

'

Las Vegas; Stei in
EaunSry
Phone Mala

61

45c.

617 Dough

Are

TODAY IN CONGRESS
FOR RENT

Furnised room for light
housekeeping. 810 Lincoln avenue."

"Sow Turnips on the 25 th of July
And you'll hare Turnips, wet or dry."

BREAD AND A FULL LINE CF BAKERS GOODS

THE GRAAF.fr

CO. STORE

tiAulllBE

Ll.tili.iiJ.

,

'ni

.A.J

'

our 50. 65, and 75c Boys Blouse Waists
and Boys Coat Shirts in all colors at 45c.
AH

THE GUARANTEED KIND

GREENBERGER
JIIE

SEASON'S

GREATEST
OPPORTUNITY
To close out our
l

stock of refrigerators
we will give

25 PER CENT

.

OFF

FOR CASH

ON EVERY BEFHIOEBATOH IN THE HOUSE
3ome early so as to get a style to suit you. Goods Guaranteed to be sold on basis of original marked prices in plain figures.

J.

C.

JOHNSEN & SON

"Complete furnishers of The Home."

"FORT" CANNED GOODS
Finest Quality Fruits and Ve- Field to Can

REPRESEdT --igetables From
The Same Day.

if,

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OEFRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

Noted
QUALITY-

-

PURITY

For
CLEANLINESS

I"

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "FORT" BRAND

PERRY ONION & SON
-S-

EEDSMEN

&

FLORIST-

S-

Cookies, Pies, Cakes,
Doughnuts,

Every visitor in Las Vegas io call

Fried Cakes and

upon us. Brinjyour friends. Our store

Cinnamon Soils

'

PHONE
VEGAS 121

is one of the show places of Vegas.

ROBERT J. TAUPERT

s

BY YOUR SEED FROH
507 SIXTH
STREET

Bread, Rolls,

fice 614 Lincoln avenue.

TO SOW TURNIPS

POPPY SEED ROLLS,

HAYWARD

,".- -

AT HARVEY'S

For parties remaining one month or
through the season. Address Harvey's
Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros.' of-

TOMORROW IS THE DAY

.

WAlt'ON rolls

lift;

J"

ALL KINDS' F
LAYER

RATES

DOYS

KandE

.

WHEN YOU EAT KARLS

loDg,

BOUCHER

Maker of Uncommon Jewlery.

"The Store of Satisfaction"
P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE

EVERYBODY

READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

